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ABSTRACT 

This study examined in an experimental setting the influence of comparative 

message strategies in political attack advertising messages on voter perceptions of the 

attacker and of the targeted candidate. Relying on theories of social cognition (Fiske & 

Taylor, 1991), the study posited that, among voters unfamiliar with either candidate, 

ambiguous and image-based attack messages would facilitate greater negative attitude 

shifts toward both candidates than other attack message strategies. Attacks were found 

to lower perceptions of both targeted and attacking candidates regardless of message 

strategy. Image-based attacks lowered perceptions of targeted candidates significantly 

more than issue-based attacks but did not influence perceptions of attackers 

significantly. Level of ambiguity did not appear to influence voter perception of 

targeted or attacking candidates. 
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THE INFLUENCE OF POLITICAL ATTACK ADVERTISING 

ON UNDECIDED VOTERS: A SOCIAL COGNITION PERSPECTIVE 

CHAPTER ONE 

Introduction 

Concern over the influence of political attack advertising has increased dramatically 

in recent years. The number and intensity of negative campaign advertisements appear 

to be increasing (Sabato, 1981, chap. 1; Young, 1987), and such advertisements have 

been shown to reach and influence voters (Ehrenhalt, 1985; Pfau & Burgoon, 1989; 

Tarrance, 1982). 

Following this surge in the lise of attack campaign advertisements, political analysts 

and researchers have published numerous reports categorizing and analyzing elements 

of attack strategy and suggesting possible implications (Johnson-Cartee & Copeland, 

1991; Kern, 1989; Pfau & Kenski, 1990; Salmore & Salmore, 1985). However, few 

studies have investigated the relative influence of the attack message on voter 

perceptions of candidates (Kaid & Boydston, 1987; Kaid & Sanders, 1978; Pfau & 

Burgoon, 1989). 

Research has shown that attack messages provide the voter with useful information 

about the target of an attack (Cundy, 1986; Joslyn, 1981; Kaid, 1981; Patterson & 

McClure, 1976, chap. 6) and serve to break down positive projections toward the target 

(Popkin, 1991, p. 40). Some attack messages, however, prompt negative associations 
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with attacking candidates as well (Garramone & Smith, 1984; Merritt, 1984; Stewart, 

1975). 

The brevity of campaign spot advertising allows little time for explanation of issue 

positions (Page, 1978, chap. 6; Sabato, 1981, p. 124), forcing voters to reach voting 

decisions under conditions of uncertainty (Page, 1978, chap. 6; Popkin, 1991, chap. 3). 

Shrewd political strategists attempt to persuade voters through ambiguous and 

unsupported attacks that encourage voters to supply their own interpretation and support 

from past experience, campaign behavior, candidate characteristics, or group 

associations (Popkin, 1991, chap. 3). 

Attack advertisements include a second role for ambiguity as well. Attacks citing 

specific information about a target's position often include little information about the 

attacker's position. Such messages may encourage voter inference of unstated attacker 

issue positions. In addition, they may enhance perceptions of the attacker as a 

knowledgeable source of campaign issue information. As such, attack messages become 

an effective information strategy, allowing an attacker to specify an opponent's issue 

positions while remaining vague but not indecisive on issues. This study examines the 

influence of ambiguity as a factor in voter perception of campaign attack messages. 

A second question addressed in this study relates to the efficacy of issue-based 

attacks versus attacks on a candidate's image. Issue attacks seem to have the upper 

hand in changing voting intentions in a campaign, but image-based attacks have proved 

to be more memorable (Pfau & Burgoon, 1989). Studies have suggested a growing 
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reliance on image-based information by voters (Garramone, 1986; Popkin, 1991, chap. 

4; Kaid & Davidson, 1986). Yet attacks based on issues may be perceived as fair and 

forthright, within the bounds of appropriate public discourse. Attacks on an opponent's 

image may appear more vindictive, less in keeping with the demeanor of a political 

leader. This study investigates the role of image- and issue-based attack messages in 

developing voter perceptions of targets and attackers. 

The influence of attack messages on voter perceptions of candidates is an issue of 

increasing concern in American politics. During the heated and often negative battle of 

the 1988 presidential campaign, Devlin (1989) noted a significant increase in negative 

evaluations of both candidates. As voter apathy and dissatisfaction grow, so does 

concern over factors that may fuel voter discontent. This study investigates one of those 

factors, the influence of attack messages on perceptions of candidates. As such, it 

extends political message research in hopes of addressing an area of campaign 

discourse that may aggravate negative voter sentiment toward candidates and toward the 

political process. 

The study proceeds in five major sections. The next chapter reviews literature on 

the role of television, attack advertisements, and ambiguity in political discourse. 

Chapter Three establishes the theoretical perspective and the propositions for the study 

as well as the hypotheses derived to test those propositions. Chapter Four describes the 

methodology used to test the hypotheses. Chapter Five describes the findings of the 
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continuing research agenda. 
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Review of Literature 

13 

As television has become a major forum for political discussion, the nature of the 

communication between candidate and voter has been significantly altered. Candidate 

image has come to predominate over issue or party appeals. This chapter traces the 

development of political attack spot advertising, discusses the influence of television as 

a medium of political discourse, and defines the dimension of candidate image. 

History of Mediated Attacks 

Development of the televised attack 

Attacking opponents is as time-honored a political tradition as the democratic 

process itself. Although George Washington was spared the ignominy of a mudslinging 

campaign, his successor, John Adams, was called a monarchist. Not to be outdone, 

Adams' partisan press termed his opponent, Thomas Jefferson, "an atheist, a free

thinker, and an enemy of the Constitution II (Jamieson, 1984, p. 5). 

Few American presidential campaigns have been dominated by discussion of 

political issues (Melder, 1989; Sigelman & Bullock, 1991), and shrewd campaign 

managers have manipulated candidate images successfully for centuries. But the 

marriage of image-making and television was consummated in the early 1950s in the 

campaigns of Dwight D. Eisenhower and Adlai Stevenson. In 1952, Eisenhower 

became the first candidate to make extensive use of the televised spot commercial 

(Diamond & Bates, 1988, chap. 3). Interestingly, although Stevenson disdained the 
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discussion of politics in 60-second bits, suggesting that candidates should not be sold to 

the American public "in precisely the way they sell soap, ammoniated toothpaste, hair 

tonic or bubble gum" (cited in Diamond & Bates, 1988, p. 60), it was Stevenson who 

is credited with the first use of a televised attack advertisement in a presidential 

contest. Stevenson advertisements in 1956 contrasted Eisenhower's positions from 1952 

campaign footage with his record in the succeeding four years (Diamond & Bates, 

1988, chap. 5), founding the flip-flop attack format that would resurface regularly in 

campaign advertising. 

Eisenhower unwittingly appeared in a rare 1960 attack spot used by John F. 

Kennedy. Eisenhower had been asked at a press conference to cite a major policy idea 

then vice-president Richard Nixon had contributed during the Eisenhower 

administration. Eisenhower's response ("If you give me a week, I might think of one. ") 

was captured on film and became a Kennedy attack spot (Jamieson, 1984, p. 146). 

The full potency of attack advertising was first realized in the 1964 Johnson

Goldwater campaign. That campaign produced one of the most effective attack 

advertisements ever broadcast (Pfau & Kenski, 1990, pp. 7-8). The "Daisy" spot 

opened with a small girl pulling petals from a flower and counting. Her counting was 

soon drowned out by the countdown of a nuclear missile launch. As the camera 

zoomed into the center of her eye, a nuclear explosion engulfed the frame, and the 

voice of President Johnson intoned: "These are the stakes--to make a world in which 

all of God's children can live, or to go into the dark" (cited in Diamond & Bates, 
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1988, p. 129). The spot never mentioned Goldwater by name or directly stated an issue 

position for either candidate. But voters were left to construct their own meaning from 

impressions of Goldwater as an irresponsible guardian of the nation's nuclear arsenal. 

The advertisement's creator, Tony Schwartz, suggested several years later that the best 

campaign spots act as Rorschach tests, allowing voters to supply their own meanings 

(Schwartz, 1973, cited in Diamond & Bates, 1988, p. 133). 

Despite the notoriety attached to the "Daisy" spot, it aired only once, pulled by 

nervous campaign managers afraid of potential backlash (Jamieson, 1984, p. 200). But 

other advertisements continued to build on fear of Goldwater as a central theme of the 

1964 campaign (Sabato, 1981, p. 170). 

Negative advertisements continued to playa prominent role in presidential and 

congressional campaigns in the late 1960s and 1970s, but the style and intensity of such 

techniques has changed significantly in the past decade (Johnson-Cartee & Copeland, 

1991, chap. 1; Pfau & Kenski, 1990, chap. 2). Changes in campaign finance laws 

prompted the creation of political action committees working solely for the defeat of 

certain candidates whose positions those committees opposed. Robinson (1981, p. 187) 

concluded of the efforts of those committees in 1980, "Nothing nearly as expensive, as 

visible, or as negative as this had ever happened before on television." 

The campaign of 1980 also saw the emergence of generic advertising as an 

effective political force. The Republican party ran a series of advertisements, one of 

which depicted a Democratic party leader driving a gas-guzzling automobile, and, as it 
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ran out of gas, encouraged voters to "Vote Republican, for a change" (Beiler, 1987). 

Robinson (1981, p. 186) noted that since the advertisements were not challenged by the 

Democrats, voters tended to believe them more readily. 

Attack and defense methods refined 

In the 1980s, political consultants began to refine their understanding of attack 

advertising. Attacks became generally recognized as a powerful tool that, when 

exercised cautiously, could quickly sway voter opinion. The accepted idea that an 

incumbent or a front-runner should never attack was cast aside (Kern, 1989, p. 176) as 

was the notion that attacks should be saved until an attacking candidate's character is 

positively established. 

Kern (1989, chap. 5) suggested that negative advertisements generally take one of 

two forms: hard sell and soft sell. She identified hard sell advertisements as containing 

such elements as dark colors, threatening voices, and hard factual evidence to drive 

home the point that the opponent is not to be trusted. Soft sell advertisements, by 

contrast, use lighter entertainment techniques such as humor, stories, or sight gimmicks 

(Le. weathervanes, talking cows) to bring ridicule to an opponent in a more subtle 

fashion. Kern (1989, p. 95) categorized negative appeals into five groups: guilt, strong 

fear, mild fear or unpleasantness, anger, and uncertainty. 

By 1982, strategists for congressional candidates were learning methods to counter 

such attacks. Three strategies to blunt the effectiveness of attacks became prominent-

refutation, counterattack, and inoculation--with the effect of expanding the negative 
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discourse of the campaign. 

Refutation strategies dispute the accuracy of information contained in an attack. 

One strategy is to respond to an attack using an unassailable source. Occasionally, a 

candidate may rely on his or her own credibility, but a stronger refutation strategy, 

when it is available, is hard evidence, such as a voting record, a newspaper account, or 

a videotape disproving the allegation. Two less popular and effective refutation 

strategies use the tactic of admission with explanation. One such response attempts to 

redefine the meaning of the alleged action while the other promises reform (Tarrance, 

1982). 

Counterattack strategies use reverse negative tactics to diminish the character of the 

originator of the attack. One widely used counterattack strategy is to bring into question 

the motives of the attacker. Montana Congressman John Melcher used talking cows to 

alert voters that Easterners were spending large amounts of money to tell Montanans 

that Melcher was out of step with them. Melcher's cows asserted that the pasture was 

full of what those Easterners were attempting to spread (Beiler, 1987). 

Another frequently used counterattack strategy is to call the opponent a mudslinger. 

Advertisements that suggest the attacker is using low level campaign tactics may imply 

poor judgment, lack of respectability, and desperation. A further step in this direction 

is to call the attacker a liar. When accompanied by direct, factual refutation, such a 

strategy may prove effective. 

While counterattack strategies are tempting to the beseiged candidate, campaigns 
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that get caught in a constant crossfire of attack and counterattack may confuse voters 

and confound a candidate's efforts to communicate major campaign themes to voters 

(Kern, 1989, pp. 154-155). 

Two other strategies to counter attacks may allow candidates to keep channels of 

communication from becoming cluttered with confusing counterclaims. Inoculation 

strategies (Pfau & Burgoon, 1988; Pfau & Burgoon, 1989; Pfau & Kenski, 1990, chap. 

5) provide pre-emptive refutation of an anticipated attack. Finally, a candidate may 

choose to ignore the attacks of an opponent, but this strategy has proven costly to 

several recent congressional candidates. Only a prohibitively favored incumbent can 

comfortably ignore the attacks of an opponent. 

In summary, political strategists entered the 1988 campaign season armed with 

battle-tested strategies for impuning the character of an opponent, and with tactics for 

blunting the effectiveness of such attacks. The presidential campaign provides a telling 

example of how some of those strategies were applied and misapplied in defining the 

candidates to voters. 

Attacks in the 1988 campaign 

The 1988 presidential campaign has been called one of the most negative in recent 

history (Devlin, 1989; Jamieson, 1988). During the three months of the general 

election campaign, George Bush was able to establish the issues through a series of 

attacks on Michael Dukakis. Three commercials proved to be particularly memorable 

and devastating to the Democratic challenger. 
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One titled "Revolving Door" showed prisoners filing through a turnstile and 

returning to freedom, while an announcer read: 

As governor, Michael Dukakis vetoed mandatory sentences for drug dealers. He 

vetoed the death penalty. His revolving-door prison policy gave weekend furloughs 

to first-degree murderers not eligible for parole. While out, many committed other 

crimes like kidnapping and rape. And many are still at large. Now Michael 

Dukakis says he wants to do for America what he's done for Massachusetts. 

America can't afford that risk (Devlin, 1989, p. 389). 

A second advertisement titled "Harbor" showed sludge oozing into oily water, and 

suggested that Dukakis failed to clean up Boston Harbor during his term as governor. 

A third advertisement showed a grinning Dukakis riding in a tank, while an announcer 

stated that Dukakis had "opposed virtually every major defense system we developed" 

(Devlin, 1989, p. 396). 

Together these advertisements used fear and anger strategies to inform voters that 

Dukakis valued the rights of criminals over the safety of citizens, that he was an 

ineffectual bureaucrat, unable to act to protect the environment, and that he appeared 

incompetent to manage the nation's military defense. Such messages, however, said 

little about how Bush would respond to the issues raised in the negative spots or to 

other issues of substance to voters. 

Since the Dukakis campaign failed to respond to the messages of these and other 

spots until late in the campaign, voters were left to presume that the information they 
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contained was correct. News analysis contradicting the information contained in the 

spots aired occasionally, but the spots themselves continued to receive heavy play 

(Devlin, 1989). Dukakis finally responded in the late days of the campaign with an 

advertisement that effectively labeled Bush campaign tactics as mudslinging and 

negative, but the response was too little and too late. Negative evaluations of Dukakis 

rose from 21 percent in July to 44 percent by November (Hart, 1988). 

Interestingly, the Dukakis campaign produced more attack advertisements than did 

Bush (Devlin, 1989), but the spots were not aired as frequently or with as much 

success. One series of advertisements pictured Bush' s handlers making strategy 

decisions, the implication being that Bush was the product of a group of clever 

handlers. But the "Handler" spots, never tested on a focus group before airing (Devlin, 

1989), proved difficult for viewers to understand, and had little impact. 

Another Dukakis attack advertisement, used sparingly in 1988, showed an empty 

oval office as an announcer read: 

The most powerful man in the world is also a mortal. We know this all too well in 

America. One in five American Vice Presidents have had to rise to the duties of 

Commander in Chief. One in five have had to take on the responsibilities of the 

most powerful office in the world. For this job, after five months of reflection, 

George Bush made his personal choice, J. Danforth Quayle. Hopefully, we will 

never know how great a lapse of judgment that really was (Devlin, 1989, p. 390). 

Inexplicably, just as Bush strategists were beginning to sense the need to prepare 
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responses to such a pertinent fear attack, the spots were pulled (Devlin, 1989). 

In the final analysis, the Dukakis campaign, while producing a number of 

competent advertisements, failed to paint a coherent and consistent negative image of 

Bush, failed to respond early to Bush attacks leaving voters to believe the messages, 

and failed to define Dukakis in terms other than those provided by the Bush campaign. 

Voters were left to rely on the ambiguous information conveyed largely in attack 

advertisements to form their voting decisions. 

The 1992 Campaign 

The vicious nature of the 1988 campaign left its political fallout for George Bush 

and the Republican party in 1992. Increasingly disgusted with political mudslinging, 

character assassination, and scandal, voters voiced strong dissatisfaction with attack 

politics and seemed to turn against its purveyors. 

One response was a rise in political populism that symbolized the ascendancy of 

"nonpolitical" candidates such as Ross Perot, a get-it-done businessman who deplored 

traditional political trappings. A second tide of populism surrounded the campaign of 

Bill Clinton who promised a change from the special interests and political privilege of 

the past administration (Goldman & Mathews, 1992). Both candidates backed away 

from the use of political attack advertisements in part because of their desire to avoid 

perceptions as typical political mudslingers. They went to the voters instead through 

electronic town hall meetings, talk shows, and morning news programs that allowed a 

level of mediated intimacy in a nontraditional political context. 
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Despite voter dissatisfaction with attack politics, the 1992 campaign had more than 

its share of personal attacks (To The Wire, 1992). Clinton faced charges of sexual 

misconduct, drug use, and draft evasion. Attacks from Bush, however, seemed to sully 

the attacker nearly as much as the target, as the public seemed "disgusted with political 

pillow talk" (Six Men, 1992, p. 30). An ABC poll found that four in five voters said 

the press had no business reporting on candidates' past private lives (The Specter, 

1992). The Bush campaign did seem reluctant to turn to the attack strategies that he 

had used so effectively in the 1988 campaign (Unhappy Warrior, 1992). But his low 

showing in polls prompted his campaign planners to produce a series of attack spots, 

nonetheless. 

The first Bush attack series calculated the extra taxes that middle-income citizens 

would be forced to pay under the Clinton economic plan (The War, 1992). Additional 

spots were planned to attack Clinton as a "taxer, a spender, a liberal, a liar, a coward, 

and, in its shabbiest moments, a possible Soviet sympathizer" (A Silver Bullet, 1992, 

p. 83). But in the disorganization of the Bush campaign, the spots were never 

produced. One final attack pictured Arkansas as a wasteland while a narrator cited 

Clinton's failures as governor (To The Wire, 1992). Bush's ability to develop a 

cohesive message about the character failings of Clinton did begin to jell in the final 

stages of the campaign. One poll showed Clinton's rating on a I-to-100 feeling 

thermometer at just 50 (To The Wire, 1992). 

Clinton responded with mild attacks on Bush's failed promises from the 1988 
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campaign, but the persuasive themes of the 1992 campaign were not carried in the 

negative advertisements of the candidates. They were carried instead in talk and news 

shows, in televised debates, and in program-length "infomercials." 

Another reason for the shift away from attack advertisements, in addition to public 

reaction to negative messages, may have been the shifting strategy required because of 

the third-party candidacy of Perot. In a three-way race, an attack on one opponent may 

result in a boost for the other opponent rather than for the attacker (Shribman, 1992). 

Thus some of the strategic benefits of the attack strategy were mitigated. 

Has the attack advertisement lost its effectiveness as a campaign persuasion 

strategy? Chances are that the 1992 presidential campaign was atypical in the low 

number of attack advertisements presented nationwide. At the state level and in 

nonpresidential federal campaigns, however, candidates continued to rely on attack 

messages to inform and persuade voters. Certainly the rising tide of acrimony 

surrounding attack advertisements wilI ebb as new candidates emerge and as time heals 

the wounds of past abuses. Attack strategies have proven too valuable a tool to be 

ignored by future campaigners. 

Television and Political Discourse 

The intense use of attack themes in recent political campaigns has prompted study 

of its influence on voters. This section defines attack methods, discusses the influence 

of television as a medium of political discourse, and analyzes the implications of attack 

themes as a primary mode of political communication. 
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Defining attack methods 

Political advertisements are frequently divided into two broad categories according 

to content: issue- and image-based advertisements. Issue-based advertisements are 

defined as political commercials that attempt to persuade primarily through the 

presentation of information relating to facts about an attacker's or a target's stands on 

matters of public policy. Issue-based attack messages may, however, prompt both issue 

and image evaluations on the part of voters. For example, to say that a target has taken 

unpopular or unwise positions on issues is to challenge the target's competence in 

leading the electorate. 

Image-based advertisements are defined as political commercials that attempt to 

persuade primarily through the presentation of information relating directly to 

characteristics of attacker or target image, including background, experience, 

competence, leadership, stability, or trustworthiness. Such negative image evaluations 

may influence perceptions of a candidate's issue positions as well. Political strategists 

often attempt to craft commercials in which both issue and image information reinforce 

each other, a process Kern (1989, p. 2) calls dovetailing. 

Campaign advertisements have further been typified according to purpose. Salmore 

and Salmore (1985, pp. 150-156) suggested four categories: positive, negative, 

comparative, and responsive advertisements. Positive messages focus on qualities of the 

sponsoring candidate, such as experience, background, family ties, and positions on 

issues. The point of positive advertisements is to build perceptions of the sponsoring 
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candidate. Negative messages concentrate on the opponent by showing such negative 

qualities as inexperience, lack of action, poor judgment, or incompetence. The 

emphasis of negative advertisements is to show that the opponent is out of touch with 

the needs and interests of voters (Salmore & Salmore, 1985, p. 153) or to show the 

opponent's failings in regard to character or issue positions (Kern, 1989, p. 93). 

Comparative messages represent a middle ground between positive and negative 

approaches by examining the record of both candidates with the intention of showing 

the opponent's distance from voter interests while demonstrating the sponsoring 

candidate's concern for those interests. Responsive advertisements are used to rebut 

attacks from an opponent. Response tactics are categorized as: refutation, answering 

the attacks of an opponent; counterattack, using the opponent's charges to launch an 

attack; and ignorance, ignoring the opponent's attack. Finally, a tactic that anticipates 

attacks from an opponent is inoculation, where a candidate forecasts an opponent's 

attack, and provides counterarguments. 

Influence of televised campaigning 

Mediated political messages and candidate advertisements have become the primary 

and preferred means of communication between candidates and voters in most state and 

national elections (Atwood & Sanders, 1976). Studies show that nearly two in three 

Americans receive most of their news from television (Roper, 1983). Campaign 

strategists have learned to limit and stage candidate appearances to direct media news 

coverage of the candidate toward targeted advantageous themes (Schram, 1987, chap. 
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1). The campaign commercial provides the clearest channel for communicating political 

messages between candidate and voter, the one channel that is controlled completely by 

the candidate. 

In recent years, candidates at all levels have made major use of political advertising 

to transmit their messages to voters. Patterson (1983) estimated that 50 to 75 percent of 

the budget of most major campaigns is used for media production and time. Diamond 

and Marin (1989) found that candidate spending for electronic media was five times 

higher in 1988 than in 1952, after adjusting for inflation. 

Early voting studies (Lazarsfeld, Berelson, & Gaudet, 1944; Berelson, Lazarsfeld, 

& McPhee, 1954; Campbell, Converse, Miller, & Stokes, 1960) assumed that mediated 

messages had a minimal effect on voting behavior because voters would selectively 

perceive and retain messages congruent with their voting predispositions (see Klapper, 

1960). More recent studies, however, have found that political advertisements are so 

pervasive as to overcome the effects of selective perception (Kaid, 1981; Kern, 1989, 

p. 26). In fact, campaign spots have been found to consume nearly four times as much 

airtime as political news during an election and to provide five times as much issue 

information as political news coverage (Patterson & McClure, 1976, pp. 102-104). 

Voters learn a great deal from political advertisements. Patterson & McClure 

(1976, chap. 6) found that although the average product commercial was recalled 

accurately by less than 20 percent of viewers, the average political spot was recalled by 

79 percent of viewers, more than half of whom could provide an accurate description 
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of the message. Other studies have found that political advertising messages influence 

attitudes, beliefs, and voting behaviors significantly (Cundy, 1986; Joslyn, 1981; Kaid, 

1981). 

The brevity of political campaign commercials may influence the perception of 

political information through this channel. Sabato (1981, p. 146) noted that short 

campaign messages place an increased emphasis on symbolic image formation. 

Campaign advertising, in this regard, is similar to product advertising that relies on the 

rapid transmission of symbols and stereotypes to convey information (Leiss, Kline, & 

Jhally, 1986, p. 309; McBath & Fisher, 1969). Given the brevity of campaign 

advertising, voters may be forced to rely heavily on symbols and images in processing 

political information. 

Influence of attack messages 

Several studies support the impression that negative campaign advertising has been 

increasing. Sabato (1981, p. 166) found that one-third of all political advertisements 

contained negative appeals. Young (1987, p. 66) noted that experts estimate the number 

of negative appeals is now approaching one-half. Indeed, the 1988 presidential 

campaign produced 84 political advertisements, 37 of which were negative (44 

percent). 

Researchers have concluded that negative messages do reach and influence voters 

(EhrenhaJt, 1985; Kern, 1989, p. 24; Pfau & Burgoon, 1989, p. 158; Tarrance, 1982). 

Although some studies have shown that voters dislike negative messages and discount 
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the candidates who use them (Garramone, 1984; Garramone & Smith, 1984; Merritt, 

1984; Stewart, 1975), other research shows that voters tend to dissociate content from 

source over time (Hagstrom & Guskind, 1986; Just, Crigler, & Wallach, 1990). Voters 

may not like negative approaches, but they use the information they see, hear, and 

remember from negative advertisements. 

Negative information appears to have the upper hand in getting attention and being 

recalled over positive approaches (Ehrenhalt, 1985; Guskind & Hagstrom, 1988; Kern; 

1989, p. 26; Taylor, 1986). Negative information is thus thought to be more 

unexpected, unusual, and interesting. 

Negative information may quickly destabilize a voting decision, because negative 

information is often given more weight in impression formation than positive 

information (Coovert & Reeder, 1990; Kanouse, 1971; Kanouse & Hanson, 1972). One 

perspective suggests that while immoral people may commit either moral or immoral 

actions, moral people can never commit immoral deeds. Thus, immoral or negative 

information is more readily trusted and believed than positive information (McGraw, 

1987; Skowronski & Carlston, 1989). A decision not to vote for a candidate may be 

prompted by a single believable negative item, but a decision to support a candidate 

requires consistent, frequently repeated information on a number of topics. A 

candidate, for example, who is caught lying about personal matters will lose credibility 

on every other issue. Yet a candidate who shows exceptional skill in a single area, such 

as international diplomacy, is not automatically assumed to be equally as skillful at 



other endeavors, such as balancing the budget. Attack strategies have the power to 

move opinion and to move it more dramatically than do positive approaches. 
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Negative political information may also be expected to elicit strong emotional 

responses such as fear and anger. Such responses may already be prevalent among 

voters who hold a general distrust of politicians and large institutions (Kern, 1989, pp. 

25-26). Positive emotions, by contrast, even when evoked by a campaign message, 

must work against a general feeling of distrust of politicians, and such messages 

provide none of the immediate threat or arousal associated with negative emotions. 

In summary, negative campaign commercials have been an important part of the 

political scene for nearly 40 years. The use of attacks and negative responses has 

become more prominent and prevalent during the past decade. Recent presidential 

elections have provided voters with significant amounts of persuasive negative 

information. Voters, in turn, have come to rely on negative campaign information in 

forming voting decisions. And finally, negative information is seen to be more 

interesting, memorable, emotionally stimulating, and influential in the voting decision 

than positive information. 

Factors Influencing Voters 

The increasing prominence of television as a medium of political communication 

and the rise of negative messages through that medium have prompted researchers to 

redefine factors most influential in the voting decision. This section addresses the 

changing agenda of voters and defines factors crucial to the voting decision in the age 



of television. 

Political messages and voter effect 

Studies of factors influencing voting decisions in this country have centered on 

three compelling dimensions: party, issues, and candidate images (Campbell, 

Converse, Miller, & Stokes, 1960; Hamill, Lodge, & Blake, 1985; Lau, 1986; Nie, 

Verba, & Petrocik, 1976). Some studies have expanded the list to include group 

identifications, such as union, religious or ethnic associations (Ken ski & Sigelman, 

1993; Lau, 1986), gender, economic status, or region of the nation (Kenski & 

Sigelman, 1993), ideological orientations (Hamill, Lodge, & Blake, 1985), or past 

performance evaluations (Fiorina, 1981, chap. 1; Miller, 1989). 
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Early studies found party affiliation to be a compelling factor in voting choice 

(Campbell, Gurin, & Miller, 1954; Campbell, Converse, Miller, & Stokes, 1960; 

Converse, 1962), but more recent studies have found partisan ties to be weakening 

(Nie, Verba, & Petrocik, 1976; Kirkpatrick, Lyons, & Fitzgerald, 1975). In the mid-

1960s, Jones (1966) described American elections as "image-oriented" and "issue

involved." He suggested that candidate images form the basis of most voting decisions, 

while issues serve mainly to validate perceptions of candidate image. Since that time, 

researchers have noted an increase in the influence of candidate image in the voting 

decision (Kirkpatrick, Lyons, & Fitzgerald, 1975; Marshall, 1983, 1984; Miller, 

Wattenberg, & Malanchuk, 1986; Natchez & Bupp, 1968; Nimmo & Savage, 1976, 

chap. 1; O'Keefe & Sheinkopf, 1974; Stokes, 1966). 
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Scholars and analysts contend that television has distorted political discourse to 

emphasize elements of a candidate's image, appearance, or demeanor over discussions 

of substantive issues. The visual element of television allows for increased intimacy 

between viewer and candidate (Lang & Lang, 1968, chap. 1; Patterson & McClure, 

1976, pp. 95-102). McGinnis (1970) provided anecdotal evidence that television allows 

viewers to share a candidate's personality, emphasizing style over substance. Kaid and 

Davidson (1986) termed the personalization of candidates through television 

"videostyle," stating: 

[W]hen candidates use television to project themselves to voters, they engage 

primarily in a form of pseudointerpersonal communication in which they use 

television's visual element and its capacity to induce intimacy to portray themselves 

as they believe voters wish to see them (p. 185). 

Voters who are motivated to seek personal information about a candidate have been 

shown to attend more to the visual than the verbal portion of a political message 

(Garramone, 1986). 

An emphasis on visual aspects of candidate perception gives greater prominence to 

affective responses, defined as positive or negative evaluations associated with an 

attitude (Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975). Such affective responses are powerful influences in 

the decision-making process (Zajonc, 1980). Studies in interpersonal person perception 

suggest that affective judgments are made quickly, based on a limited range of 

information, primarily nonverbal, and act as a screen, filtering conflicting information 



and enhancing congruent cues (Burgoon, Buller, & Woodall, 1989, p. 224). 

Emotion-laden messages in advertising have been found to increase attention to 

commercial content (Lang, 1990) and have been linked with comparative product 

advertising strategies (Goodwin & Etgar, 1980). Voting research has confirmed that 

affective responses toward candidates are associated with voting decisions (Abelson, 

Kinder, Peters, & Fiske, 1982; Marcus, 1988; Nimmo & Savage, 1976). 
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Studies of the content of recent political campaign commercials suggest a strong 

emphasis on image-centered information in broadcast (Joslyn, 1980, 1986; Shyles, 

1984) and print advertising (Bowers, 1972; Humke, Schmitt, & Grupp, 1975). Issues 

appear in most campaign commercial messages (Hofstetter & Zukin, 1979), yet they 

are discussed in specific detail in only about 15 percent of such spots (Joslyn, 1986). 

Shyles (1984) found that image-oriented spots tended to rely more heavily than 

issue-oriented spots on production techniques and rapid transitions, to use more special 

effects, to use more music, and to have other people talking about the candidate. Issue

oriented spots more often featured the candidate talking, dressed formally, and speaking 

directly to the audience. Experimental research has demonstrated that different styles of 

campaign commercials influence voter perceptions and evaluations of candidates (Kaid 

& Sanders, 1978; Meadow & Sigelman, 1982). 

The emphasis on visual and image-based elements of political advertising has come 

to be reflected in the textual content of political advertisements as well. Advertisements 

designed to enhance the interpersonal attractiveness of a candidate often include the 
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candidate speaking directly and personally to the audience, or speaking candidly to a 

group of supporters. Candidates share information about their families or have family 

members talk about them. Thus, the textual message serves to amplify and support the 

visual emphasis on a candidate's appearance and personal demeanor in televised 

political messages. 

One assumption drawn from this discussion, then, is that while voters are 

establishing early perceptions of candidates, they rely on relatively more prevalent and 

complex perceptions of candidate image and less on infrequently accessed perceptions 

of party identification, political issues, or other factors. Secondly, perceptions of 

candidates are thought to be strongly influenced by affective responses toward 

candidates. 

Defining the candidate image dimension 

Numerous studies have described image factors as a major influence in voting 

decisions. However, controversy exists over a precise definition of candidate image. A 

clear and consistent definition is crucial to meaningful measurement of the dimension. 

Before attempting to provide a definition, this study will review other attempts to 

define candidate image. Page (1978, p. 30) noted problems relating to the 

differentiation of superficial aspects of the candidate image dimension from those 

having deep social and cultural foundations. Differing investigative and analytical 

methods have also contributed to the diffusion of descriptive categories and labels 

relating to candidate image. 
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Page (1978, chap. 8), for example, noted that the American National Election 

Studies (ANES), conducted by the University of Michigan's Center for Political 

Studies, organize open-ended responses to questions about candidate character around 

such groupings as knowledge, experience, competence, warmth, activity, strength, 

candor, dignity, stability, and religion. Other studies have similarly developed 

categories to meet a specific research agenda (Shabad & Anderson, 1979). Shyles 

(1984) asked political science professors to view taped campaign commercials and to 

identify recurrent image themes, which he categorized into eight dimensions: altruism, 

competence, experience, honesty, leadership, personal, strength, and other qualities. 

Survey techniques were used by the American Institute of Political Communication 

(1970) to find what traits voters viewed as most important in a political leader. Such 

traits as honesty and intelligence were highly valued by voters, with leadership and 

political philosophy viewed as less important. Using semantic differential scales, 

Blumler and McQuail (1969, chap. 12) found the terms "strong," "hard-working," and 

"sincere" to be rated highly. Sigel (1966) asked survey respondents to select from a list 

of traits the three they viewed as most important to a political leader. She found that 

honesty, intelligence, and independence were among the most cited factors. 

Miller, Wattenberg, and Malanchuk (1986) recategorized open-ended responses 

from the ANES and concluded that perceptions of candidates centered on five 

dimensions: competence, integrity, reliability, charisma, and personal attributes. 

Nimmo and Savage (1976, chap. 8) used Q-sorts to uncover clusters of attributes that 



people rank similarly when ordering their preferences about candidates. They found 

three distinct dimensions: leadership, integrity, and compassion. 
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Studies by Kinder and associates (Kinder, Abelson, Fiske, & Peters, 1979, as cited 

in Kinder, Peters, Abelson, & Fiske, 1980) used factor analysis to uncover dimensional 

clusters. They found strong support for a two-factor solution centered on evaluations of 

competence and trust. Another factor analysis similarly found two factors, which were 

labeled "trust" and "leadership" (Kjeldahl, Carmichael, & Mertz, 1971). 

Studies of speaker credibility have defined similar traits of character, sociability, 

composure, extraversion, and competence (McCroskey, Holdridge, & Toomb, 1974) as 

dimensions of the ethos or credibility of a public speaker. 

From this discussion of image traits, several recurring factors emerge. Images of 

leadership and competence, images associated with logical candidate selection, seem to 

be highly valued in political leaders as noted by researchers using differing methods of 

analysis. But images of compassion and honesty, traits closely associated with affective 

interpersonal response, are similarly perceived as important. 

Researchers have found that voters rely on a relatively small number of political 

stimuli in making a voting decision (Hamill, Lodge, & Blake, 1985; Lau & Sears, 

1986). Using a smaller number of dimensions in a study also increases the statistical 

power of conclusions drawn from comparatively small subsamples. Based on this 

discussion of candidate image, three dimensions of candidate image are defined for this 

study: 1) competence attributes that center on the candidate's judgment and ability to 
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manage public office effectively, 2) integrity attributes that center on the candidate's 

honesty, and 3) attractiveness attributes that center on the candidate's friendliness. 

These dimensions are seen as reflecting the finer distinctions drawn in other studies 

while maintaining distinctive boundaries, avoiding excessive overlap in categories, and 

encompassing the domain of most negative campaign messages. The three dimensions 

allow for distinctions within the evaluation of candidate image without unnecessary 

division of the domain. This three-dimensional model is used in the selection and 

development of scales to measure candidate image perceptions (see Appendix A). For 

this study, then, when the terms "candidate image," "target image," or "attacker 

image" are used, they are assumed to combine perceptions of candidate competence, 

integrity, and attractiveness in a single, overall candidate evaluation. 

In summary, campaign communication relies extensively, if not exclusively, on 

mediated political messages. The transmission of political messages via electronic 

media, in brief, tightly produced spot messages amplifies aspects of candidate image 

and use of symbolic language over the open discussion of political issues. Such 

influences impact the way political messages are crafted and the way voters evaluate 

candidates. 

Ambiguity and Political Advertising 

In a voting environment where candidate images are crafted by limiting media 

exposure, voters face a difficult task in reaching an informed voting decision. That task 

is further exacerbated by political spot advertising that fails to clarify candidate issue 



positions. This section defines ambiguity in the political context and discusses the 

strategic uses of ambiguity in political discourse. 

Defining ambiguity 
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The meaning of the term "ambiguity" is often itself difficult to define clearly. The 

body of research in ambiguity effects has been confounded by the use of such terms as 

vagueness, equivocation, evasion, and deception to describe characteristics dealing with 

the intended and perceived clarity of a message. 

Scholars of language have variously defined ambiguity. One standard definition 

suggests that a verbal expression is ambiguous when it allows two or more possible 

meanings (Harris & Jarrett, 1956, p. 91). Vagueness, on the other hand, has been 

defined as indefiniteness or indistinctiveness in a word or message (Khatchadourian, 

1962; Russell, 1923). Sproule (1980, chap. 2) clarified the relationship between 

ambiguity and abstraction. Abstraction, he said, occurred as characteristics were 

omitted from a description--"manufactured item" representing a higher level of 

abstraction than "pocket knife." Ambiguity, in Sproule's definition, represented a 

special case of abstraction where imprecision existed between the symbol and the 

referent. A more detailed attempt to define ambiguity was presented by Beardsley 

(1975, chap. 4) who categorized seven related qualities of the term: I} words with 

various meanings that rely on context to establish the intended interpretation; 2) terms 

that change meaning in the course of an argument (or equivocation); 3} words that take 

on multiple meanings within a single usage, such as puns; 4} words that can obscure 
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meaning, such as technical jargon; 5) indefinite words, or words too highly abstract in 

Sproule's (1980) terms; 6) ambiguity, where two or more meanings of a phrase may be 

taken, and the proper meaning is not known; and 7) vagueness, defined as the use of 

terms of unknown quantity or quality (i.e., big, soon, good, often). 

Drawing on these definitions, this study will define ambiguity as that quality of a 

message that allows for multiple and independent interpretations of the meaning of a 

message by failing to provide a specific referent to support conclusions. The 

counterpart of ambiguity, specificity, will be defined as that quality of a message that 

provides a specific referent in support of conclusions. 

In the context of political messages used in this study, a specific issue message is 

defined as a message that states a candidate's record, preference, or plan of action in 

relation to an issue. An ambiguous issue message mentions only the issue label and 

allows the voter to infer the candidate's record or plan of action in relation to an issue. 

For example, a specific issue attack message on poverty might say, "Candidate A 

believes the best way to fight poverty is to tax middle-income Americans another 3 

percent of our incomes." An example of an ambiguous issue attack would be, 

"Candidate A believes in more taxes and spending to fight poverty." 

A specific image message is defined as a message related to a candidate's image 

traits that is supported by evidence. An ambiguous image message provides no 

evidence or uses issue or image labels to imply traits of character. For example, a 

specific image message might say, "Integrity is a key issue in this election. Candidate 
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B has told you she will fight poverty, but she spent $40,000 last year to refurbish her 

yacht." An example of an ambiguous image message would be, "Can you really expect 

a millionaire to care about the needs of the homeless?" 

For this study, only direct references to an opposing candidate will be classified as 

ambiguous or specific attack messages. Without such a specifier, nearly any message 

may become an ambiguous attack. For example, the slogan, "The one you can trust," 

may be construed to suggest that the opponent cannot be trusted. While it is 

acknowledged that such implications may be intended, and inferences may be made, 

such ambiguous messages will be considered beyond the scope of this study. 

The nature of ambiguity 

A consistent thread throughout the writings of classical rhetoric and modern speech 

communication practice is an aversion to ambiguity. Quintilian (1856, p. 83) stated: 

"Above all, we must avoid ambiguity," and Aristotle (1932, p. 194) stressed "the 

avoidance of ambiguous language; unless, indeed, you really prefer to be ambiguous-

as do those who have nothing to say, but pretend they have something in mind. II 

Aristotle did allow that there were times when such an effect may be desired. 

Modern speech texts reflect this emphasis on clarity, declaring it a major objective 

in informative public speaking (see e.g., Brooks & Heath, 1989, p. 310; Ehninger, 

Gronbeck, McKerrow, & Monroe, 1986, p. 293; Heun & Heun, 1986, p. 212). The 

warning in one text is typical: "We should strive to become increasingly sensitive to 

our use of empty language, ambiguities, cliches, and euphemisms" (Pearson & Nelson, 
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1985, p. 107). 

Indeed, clarity in communication is more than a rhetorical goal, it is a cultural 

assumption (Nofsinger, 1976). Yet imprecision is a fundamental property of language 

that, Ortony (1975) argued, allows receivers to "particularize" or fill in details of a 

message without explicitly stating them. 

Aristotle (1932) emphasized the persuasive value of messages that encourage 

listener participation. He suggested that deductive arguments rely on truncated 

syllogisms, termed "enthymemes," for their persuasive effect. For example, the 

statement "Socrates is a mortal" requires the listener to fill in two premises: 

"All men are mortal; Socrates is a man." Enthymemes, Aristotle reasoned, are 

powerful persuasive tools that subtly encourage receivers to participate by providing the 

missing logical statements. 

Hovland, Janis, and Kelley (1953) have shown through experiments that, when 

receivers can be expected to draw targeted conclusions, arguments that allow them to 

draw those conclusions on their own are generally more persuasive and the conclusions 

are more strongly held than arguments that provide specific conclusions. 

Several research efforts have focused on the relationship of ambiguity and speaker 

credibility. Consistent findings have emerged suggesting that subjects rate the 

credibility of speakers delivering ambiguous disagreeable messages more highly than 

speakers delivering specific disagreeable messages (Goss & Williams, 1973; Watson, 

1978 cited in Williams, 1980; Williams & Goss, 1975; Williams, 1980). Placement of 



the speaker's position on a topic has also been shown to be affected by message 

ambiguity (Manis, 1961; Samovar, 1962) such that listeners displace the ambiguous 

speaker toward their own preferred positions (Sherif, Taub, & Hovland, 1958; 

Granberg, 1982). And receivers who were positively inclined toward a topic have 

judged ambiguous messages more favorably than receivers who were negatively 

inclined toward the topic (Zimbardo, 1960). 
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Studies of communication within organizations have found that, contrary to 

prevailing notions, ambiguity may provide strategic advantages to organizations by 

allowing diversity and facilitating organizational change (Eisenberg, 1984; Moore & 

Tumin, 1949; Putnam & Sorenson, 1982). Just as organizations may benefit by 

encouraging diversity (Mohr, 1983) thus avoiding debilitating conflict (Edelman, 1977, 

pp. 16-20), so government also benefits from such ambiguity. The wording of the 

Constitution is sufficiently clear to guide judges' decisions yet ambiguous enough to 

cover differing circumstances and times. Lippmann (1922, p. 197) observed that 

ambiguity is a political necessity: "After all, the art of inducing all sorts of people 

who think differently to vote alike is practiced in every political campaign. " 

Ambiguous language strategies may allow a candidate, when speaking to an 

audience, to remain rhetorically sensitive to that audience without offending the larger 

audience of potential voters who may see or read an excerpt of a speech at another time 

(Hart & Burks, 1972). Aristotle (1932) stresses the need to adapt a persuasive message 

to the interests of the audience. By employing a strategy of ambiguity, a candidate may 
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imply support for a position held by loyal supporters without alienating opposition 

groups who would disapprove of specific policy positions were those positions made 

clear. Politicians often rely on broad consensual themes of unity, freedom, patriotism, 

peace, and prosperity to rally voters around a political cause (Page, 1978, chap. 6), 

while offering little clarifying information. For example, Richard Nixon's 1968 

promise of an "honorable end to the war in Vietnam" (McGinnis, 1970, p. 89) was 

ambiguous enough to allow both hawkish interpretations of military victory and dovish 

interpretations of negotiated settlement. 

Ambiguous strategies are not without risks, however. Voters generally disapprove 

of candidates who refuse to take stands on issues (Bartels, 1986). They may find such 

candidates to be indecisive and incapable of making the tough decisions necessary to 

manage government. Candidates who are not well known to voters and who employ 

ambiguous strategies risk having their issue positions defined by an opponent in a 

negative light. In that case, the unknown candidate faces the difficult task of redefining 

voter perceptions in a limited amount of time. Incumbent candidates may remain 

ambiguous about future plans, but voters may rely heavily on past action in forming 

voting decisions (Fiorina, 1981). 

Voting and issue ambiguity 

Economic voting theory (Downs, 1957) posits that voters attempt to place each 

candidate at a particular point in issue space and then select the candidate whose 

positions are perceived to be closest to their own. The value of such a model rests on 
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assumptions about the clarity of positions articulated by candidates and the accuracy of 

voter comprehension. Shepsle (1972) amplified the Downs model with the notion that 

candidates may take ambiguous or "lottery" issue stances as a strategy to appeal to a 

broader segment of voters. He suggested that candidates may benefit from taking 

ambiguous positions in a voting environment where voter consensus is unclear and 

where voters are willing to risk their votes on candidates with unclear positions. Glazer 

(1990) forwarded the notion that candidates are encouraged to maintain vague issue 

positions when the preferred positions of voters are unclear. 

Page (1976) questioned several of Shepsle's assumptions, including the issue of 

lottery positions. Page (1978, chap. 6) found that most candidates took consistent but 

narrow stands on a relatively small number of issues. He also suggested that voters 

were rarely risk-acceptant when dealing with matters of public policy. Page (1976) 

presented an alternative explanation, suggesting that ambiguity results from the limited 

amount of political information that is transmitted and received during a campaign. 

Since communicating specific issue positions is a relatively unproductive persuasion 

strategy, candidates allocate their limited resources to less divisive image-oriented 

appeals. 

While economic voting theory and its elaborations suggest strategic advantages for 

candidates maintaining ambiguous issue positions, image perceptions may suffer if 

candidates appear to be vague or indecisive on issues. Attacking an opponent's issue 

positions allows the attacker to demonstrate to voters a willingness to speak out on 
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issues and to discuss them articulately without clearly defining individual positions. 

Several studies have investigated assumptions and conclusions of economic voting 

theory models. Bartels (1986) found that voters dislike uncertainty and are generally 

risk-averse, a finding supported by Page (1978, chap. 2). Thus, Shepsle's assumptions 

of risk-acceptant voting behavior have been brought into question. 

Other studies have investigated the level of ambiguity among political candidates. 

Carmines and Gopoian (1981) and Page (1978, chap. 6) found candidates making 

broad, consensual appeals rather than specific, issue-focused appeals. Campbell (1983) 

found greater ambiguity in campaigns where voter opinions were diverse. He also 

found that candidates whose issue positions were closer to the median position of the 

electorate were less ambiguous. 

One explanation of the efficacy of a strategy of issue ambiguity is that voters tend 

to project their own issue stands as being closer to those of the ambiguous candidate. 

Studies of voter assimilation and contrast (see e.g., Sherif, Taub, & Hovland, 1958; 

Granberg, 1982) have suggested that if voters positively evaluate a candidate, they tend 

to assimilate that candidate's issue positions or assume that those positions are closer to 

their own positions than they may be in reality. Conversely, the issue positions of a 

negatively evaluated candidate may be contrasted or perceived to be farther from the 

voter's positions than they really are. Several studies have shown, however, that 

assimilation effects are more apparent than contrast effects in presidential campaigns 

(Granberg & Campbell, 1977; Granberg & Brent, 1980; Meyer & Donohue, 1973), 



especially when ambiguity about a candidate's issue positions exists (Granberg & 

Campbell, 1977). 
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Other studies have detected projection effects without controlling for voter attitude 

toward the candidates. Popkin (1991, p. 52) found that voters refer to default values or 

frames such as party identification in the absence of more specific details of candidate 

character or issue positions. Page (1978, chap. 6) and Conover and Feldman (1982) 

found that when a candidate took a vague stand on an issue, voters tended to project 

the candidate as closer to their own positions than when the candidate took a clear 

stand on an issue. Another study by Feldman and Conover (1983) showed limited 

support for projection, but found that voters use party affiliation and broad ideological 

perception as well as candidate statements to infer candidate issue positions. 

In summary, while clarity has been assumed to be a goal of language, ambiguity 

plays a necessary and often useful function. It encourages individual receivers to 

actively construct meaning. It allows for broad interpretation in different contexts. And 

it provides a means for establishing and maintaining credibility with diverse receivers. 

Further, ambiguity is seen as a prevalent factor in American political communication. 

Voters must often make decisions in a voting environment where candidates 

consciously select channels of communication that allow careful control of information 

and that limit opportunities for clarifying or specifying their issue positions. In such an 

environment, voters will use what relevant issue and image information they perceive, 

will revert to previous knowledge bases of candidate and party ideology, and will, in 



the absence of other information, rely on their own political biases in making voting 

decisions. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

Theory and Hypotheses 
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In this chapter, assumptions relating to theories of social cognition are established 

and applied to the political context of voter information processing in the early stages 

of a campaign. Propositions are developed and hypotheses are established to test the 

theoretical assumptions. 

Theories of social cognition 

Theories of social cognition prove beneficial to understanding voter processing of 

political information under conditions of uncertainty. Theories of social cognition 

suggest that humans make sense of new information by comparing it with existing 

knowledge organized into schemas. A schema may be defined as a cognitive structure 

consisting of organized information derived from experience (Fiske & Taylor, 1991, 

chap. 1). As such, a schema is an abstraction of a specific instance or of related 

instances. Individuals use these abstractions to process new information efficiently and 

to retrieve stored information (Fiske & Linville, 1980). 

Schemas defined 

Schemas are assumed to be organized hierarchically in a pyramidal structure, so 

that more abstract and general information is stored near the top, and more specific 

information is stored near the bottom (Taylor & Crocker, 1981). Schemas are also 

thought to be structured categorically, so that related schemas are closely linked 

(Rummelhart & Ortony, 1977; Hastie, 1981). 
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Once developed, schemas tend to resist change (Fiske & Taylor, 1991, chap. 5). 

Repetition of similar instances tends to reinforce existing schemas, making them more 

abstract (Abelson, 1976), well developed, and complex (Linville, 1982; Linville & 

Jones, 1980). Reliance on a particular schema is influenced by the frequency of its use. 

The more often a schema is called on, the more likely it will be applied to other 

situations (Wyer & Srull, 1980). In addition, schema activation is influenced by the 

recency of use. Schemas that have been used more recently are more likely to be 

applied again (Higgins, Rholes, & Jones, 1977). Motivation may influence schematic 

associations. Schemas with highly emotional associations may be more accessible than 

those less associated with emotion (Klinger, Barta, & Maxeiner, 1980). 

Schemas and political information processing 

The schema approach clarifies the development of voter perceptions during the 

early stages of a campaign, especially during a campaign in which negative and 

unsupported charges abound. Voters may process campaign attack messages as 

representative or typical of candidate behavior. Negative information about candidates 

seems to fit existing schematic expectations of most voters (Kern, 1989, p. 110). 

Messages that fail to contradict existing stereotypes are processed along existing 

schematic routes. Information that contradicts existing schemas and information about 

specific candidates, both personal and political, that fails to fit existing schemas is 

processed piecemeal for a time, providing weaker recall and associative ties (Fiske & 

Pavelchak, 1986). 
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As information becomes more consistently contradictory to existing schemas, 

opinions may be subject to change (Fiske & Taylor, 1991, chap. 5) as voters are forced 

to abandon or modify existing schemas. Later in a campaign, voters may develop more 

complex person schemas around individual candidates. Voter opinions would then 

become more firmly entrenched as additional representative information is processed. 

In the early stages of a campaign between little known candidates, however, as 

voters rely heavily on existing knowledge about candidate roles and events, negative 

information would seem to affect voter perceptions more strongly than it would in a 

campaign with widely known candidates or in the later stages of a campaign where 

voters have developed well-defined candidate person schemas. 

Hypotheses 

The following propositions are drawn and hypotheses developed to test these 

assumptions about the processing of political attack messages in the early stages of a 

political campaign. 

Effects of attack messages 

Target Effects. Regardless of voter knowledge about specific candidates and 

regardless of attack message strategy, a credible attack message is expected to produce 

a decline in voter perception of the image of the targeted candidate (Kaid & Boydston, 

1987). In a campaign in which candidate information is scarce, voters find the 

information contained in attack messages to be useful (Popkin, 1991, chap. 2). Attack 

messages may contain information more consistent with existing political role schemas 
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and representative of political campaign activity in general. The availability of attack 

messages during a heated campaign would also heighten the impact of schema

consistent information. But voter knowledge of candidates should mediate this effect. 

Negative information, whether related to candidate image or issue positions, may 

produce a stronger negative influence if the target is not widely known than if voters 

have weB-developed person schemas relating ~o the target. 

Some research into information processing has noted a positivity bias, that is, a 

slight tendency to evaluate novel information positively. The so-called "PoByanna 

effect" suggests that most people are generally optimistic, and that more and stronger 

bonds exist between positive schemas than between negative ones (Clark & Isen, 1982; 

Matlin & Stang, 1978). This bias is not expected to carryover into political 

information processing, however. Voter expectations of candidates in the 1990s have 

turned decidedly distrustful. Kern (1989, p. 25) summarized interviews with 

Democratic and Republican pollsters who noted a "rise in public cynicism" in the past 

two decades, linked to political scandal as weB as to Madison Avenue hucksterism. 

Pollster Paul Maislin (quoted in Taylor, 1986) contends that negative advertising is 

more popular than positive approaches, especially among younger voters who grew up 

with and developed skepticism toward television advertising. 

For this study, perceptions of targeted candidates are expected to be negative 

regardless of type of message used in the attack. 

Attacker Effects. What impact do political attack messages have on voter 



perceptions of the attacker? Studies have noted declining perceptions of attacking 

candidates (Garramone & Smith, 1984; Merritt, 1984; Stewart, 1975) but have not 

provided clear explanations for this effect. Theories of social cognition provide a 

language for the discussion of such political backlash. 
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Perceptions of aggressive attacking politicians are clearly consistent with existing 

role schemas of many voters. Just as the target of an attack is muddied by an attack, so 

the attacker is also labeled as a mudslinger, a typical politician who will stop at nothing 

to secure election (Kern, 1989, p. 139). Voter evaluations of attacking politicians are 

anchored in such concepts as sleaze, corruption, and distrust. The availability of attack 

advertisements during a heated political contest may amplify and strengthen negative 

political associations. Any adjustment in such evaluations would be expected to be 

biased toward the initial anchoring evaluation. Therefore, any political attack message 

is expected to have a negative backlash effect on the attacker. 

One influential schematic association may be the perceived fairness of attacks in the 

minds of voters. Attack messages may cue anchoring schemas relating to unfair or 

overly aggressive behaviors when sUyh messages are unprovoked, when they are aimed 

at underdogs or the defenseless, when they are intended solely to ridicule another, or 

when they lack credibility. In extreme instances, unfair attacks may not only prompt 

negative affective responses toward the attacker (Fiske, 1986; Fiske & Pavelchak, 

1986) but may evoke sympathy for the target as well (Garramone, 1984). In attempting 

to lessen the backlash effect, most candidates distance themselves from attacks 
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(Salmore & Salmore, 1985, pp. 131-136) in hopes of activating fewer negative 

associations in voters. Attacking candidates themselves rarely appear or speak in attack 

advertisements. Their names are rarely mentioned in such advertisements except as an 

alternative to an obviously unqualified or dishonest opponent. 

Thus, the following proposition suggests that, in the absence of contradictory 

political information, campaign attacks will lower impressions of both candidates. 

Proposition 1. In a campaign where neither candidate is widely known, evaluations 

of the image of both targeted and attacking candidates will decline following 

exposure to attack messages. 

To test this proposition, two hypotheses are derived to predict voter impressions of the 

target of an attack as well as the attacker. 

Hypothesis lA: Subjects will rate the image of a candidate lower following 

exposure to attack messages about that candidate than following exposure to 

positive messages. 

Hypothesis IB: Subjects will rate the image of a candidate lower following 

exposure to attack messages sponsored by that candidate than following exposure to 

positive messages. 

Attack strategy: Issues v. Images 

A second concern of this study is the influence of attack strategy on voter 

information processing of attack messages. Specifically, do attacks on a candidate's 

issue positions influence voters differently than attacks on the image of that candidate? 
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Do voters perceive the attacker differently when attack messages focus on issues rather 

than on images? 

Target effects. Studies of factors influencing voting decisions have noted an 

increasing reliance on image-centered information, as noted earlier in this study. In 

fact, nearly every member of the voting public will have well-developed schemas 

relating to interpersonal person perception. These schemas are used daily to interpret 

interactions with other individuals, to analyze the veracity of statements, to determine 

subtle shades of meaning, and to evaluate the intentions of speakers. Since these 

schemas are so readily available and generally reliable, they provide a rich resource of 

information upon which voters may base a voting decision. By comparison, most voters 

have well-developed schemas on a rather narrow range of issues, and those issues vary 

greatly from voter to voter. So while a single image-based attack message may be 

efficiently processed by a large majority of voters from their experience in perceiving 

the character of persons they have met, a single issue-based attack message may be 

processed efficiently only by that subset of voters who have developed strong schematic 

associations on that particular issue. 

This study acknowledges that drawing strict and irrefutable delineations between 

image and issue domains is a task fraught with frustration and contradiction. Indeed, 

the approach taken here has been to look at image and issue messages as existing along 

a single continuum, where at one extreme, certain messages rely exclusively on facts 

about a candidate's character or integrity while at the other, they rely exclusively on 
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facts about a candidate's position on issues. Some voters may, however, interpret an 

issue-based attack message as a statement relating to the competence of the targeted 

candidate (Salmore & Salmore, 1985, pp. 116-117). For example, to state that a 

candidate supports unpopular issue positions may be interpreted to say that the 

candidate is not a compet~nt leader, an image statement. Undoubtedly, some voters 

make that cognitive connection. From the theoretical position developed in this study, 

however, it is assumed that a greater number of voters will make more immediate use 

of image-based information, will process image-based messages more efficiently, and 

will process a richer array of associated negative political and interpersonal experiences 

in processing image-based attack messages than they will in processing issue-based 

attacks. 

Attacker effects. Attackers may find that certain attack message strategies cue 

stronger negative reactions among voters than others do. Theories of social cognition 

would seem to support the conclusion that image-based attacks may cue strong 

associations with such common interpersonal schemas as insults, name-calling, and 

other adolescent behaviors. Such associations are influenced by pre-existing person 

schemas of candidates (Kaid & Boydston, 1987), so that supporters of the targeted 

candidate discount the attack message but heighten their negative evaluations of the 

attacker, while supporters of the attacker believe the attack message and heighten their 

support for the attacker. However, when forming impressions of an unknown attacking 

candidate, voters may rely heavily on negatively valenced interpersonal and political 
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role schemas that label the attacker as crude, brash, and mean-spirited. Issue-based 

attacks may carry a greater perception of fairness in a political arena where schemas 

related to free speech and open political debate may be activated. Kaid and Sanders 

(1978) found higher image evaluations from viewers of issue-based positive 

commercials than from viewers of image-based advertisements. 

An added benefit of issue-based attack strategies may be that such attacks 

encourage voters to form more negative character evaluations of a target's judgment 

and competence (Salmore & Salmore, 1985, pp. 116-117) without openly questioning 

that competence in direct confrontation. Although the target's competence may not be 

openly questioned or compared to the attacker's competence, such comparisons may be 

supplied by the voter. The attacker is made to appear more competent for not taking 

such unpopular positions. In this way, issue attacks may benefit the attacking candidate 

by allowing the attacker to remain vague on issue positions while appearing to speak 

competently on issues. Furthermore the attacker may indict the character of the target 

without making direct, refutable charges. 

Thus the following proposition relates to the perceptions of the initiator and the 

recipient of image-based attack messages: 

Proposition 2. If neither candidate in a campaign is widely known, image-based 

attack messages will produce greater attitudinal shift away from both the targeted 

candidate and the attacker than will issue-based attack messages. 

Two hypotheses are derived to test this proposition. The first hypothesis suggests that 
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perceptions of a targeted candidate's image will be lowered more by direct image-based 

attacks than by issue-based attacks: 

IbP-othesis 2A: Subjects will rate the image of the targeted candidate lower 

following exposure to image-based attack messages than following exposure to 

issue-based attack messages. 

A second hypothesis tests the notion that image-based attack message strategies will 

lower perceptions of the attacker to a greater extent than issue-based attack strategies: 

Hypothesis 2B: Subjects will rate the image of the attacking candidate lower 

following exposure to image-based attack messages than following exposure to 

issue-based attack messages. 

Attack Strategy: Ambiguous v. Specific 

As noted earlier, packaging campaign messages in 30- and 60-second spots allows 

little time for clear specification of issue positions or image characteristics. On a 

spectrum from vagueness to specificity, nearly all campaign spot messages would tend 

toward the vague end of the spectrum. That is, nearly all campaign spot messages rely 

on consensual themes to some degree to communicate their ideas quickly rather than 

providing specific details or evidence (Joslyn, 1986). Campaign spot messages do 

differ, however, on the level of reliance on those consensual themes. As discussed 

earlier, this study defines a specific message as one that contains factual evidence to 

support its contentions. An ambiguous message provides only the consensual theme or 

label without specifying details. 
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Target effects. Theories of social cognition suggest that voters process campaign 

messages, like other information, by comparing those messages with existing 

knowledge. Most campaign attack messages cue consensual themes typically associated 

with political thought, such as attacks on an incumbent's voting record or charges of 

lack of experience for public office. Thus voters process vague references to such 

charges as incompetence by supplying information from their own experiences with 

incompetent political leaders. 

The 1990 Arizona gubernatorial contest provides an example of the role of attack 

messages. In this contest both candidates used attack advertisements to associate the 

other candidate with embattled financier Charles Keating, who was at that time being 

investigated for bank fraud and influence peddling in Congress. The ads attempted to 

activate widely held schemas related to Keating and the negative feelings held by many 

voters in the state toward his failed savings and loan. 

Both candidates in the Arizona contest used specific and ambiguous attack messages 

related to Keating. Both used messages that contained specific supporting evidence 

early in the campaign. One advertisement, for example, stated that the targeted 

candidate had served on the board of Keating's failed savings and loan. Later in the 

campaign, attackers moved to more ambiguous references to the target's "involvement" 

or "friendship" with Keating, deleting specific evidence to support those allegations. 

Thus in the Arizona example, specific attack messages encouraged voters to connect 

negative attitudes related to Keating with perceptions of the targeted candidate. The 



ambiguous attack messages that followed encouraged voters to reinforce those 

associations. Without the specific attack messages preceding them, those ambiguous 

attack messages may not have provided sufficient stimulus for voters to make those 

associations. 
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Ambiguity, as defined for this study, has proved a powerful tool of political 

persuasion. Messages such as the 1964 "Daisy" spot allow voters to associate a 

message with a widely held conception of a target. Since voters take an active part in 

creating the meaning of those attack messages, the associations may be expected to 

remain strong in the minds of voters. 

In both the Arizona and "Daisy" examples, ambiguous attacks proved effective 

because voters held preconceived negative impressions, in Arizona of Keating and in 

the "Daisy" spot of Goldwater's pro-nuclear statements. By stating that a gubernatorial 

candidate had been associated with Keating, attackers could be assured that most voters 

would attach negative values to the targeted candidate. By showing an atomic explosion 

in the eye of a child, Goldwater attackers could be assured that most voters would 

attach their knowledge of Goldwater's statements to the horror of nuclear holocaust. 

Would ambiguity remain an effective strategy, however, if voters held no 

preconceived attitudes toward a candidate? Theories of schematic structuring would 

suggest that attackers may draw on the arsenal of general discontent with politicians in 

selecting attack ammunition. In the absence of contradictory preconceptions about a 

target, voters may associate the implications of an attack spot with their own negative 



attitudes toward politicians. As long as ambiguous attacks rely on consensually held 

attitudes about a candidate or about politicians, they should remain effective tools of 

persuasion. 
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Even when campaign messages contain unsupported but highly consensual themes, 

voters are able to process those ideas quickly and effortlessly, using schemas they have 

associated with those consensual themes. Therefore, voters may not perceive 

unsupported consensual messages as vague, since they are relying on instantiations 

from their individual schemas to supply details. Reference to a friendship with Keating 

may prompt voters to fill in their knowledge of the candidate's business dealings and 

thus reach the targeted conclusion. 

Ambiguity becomes problematic as voters become less able to associate relevant 

schemas with an attack message. In the Arizona example, a message that a candidate 

was friendly to Keating, without a knowledge of Keating, may prompt associations 

unanticipated by the producer of the attack message. While some voters may process 

the message in the manner intended, and make negative associations with the target, 

other voters might take the spot to mean that the targeted candidate is friendly, or, 

since they have no schema for Keating, they may simply disregard the message as 

unusable information. 

This study recognizes the potential influence of ambiguous messages that rely on 

consensual voter knowledge of a candidate, whether such knowledge was developed 

prior to or during the campaign. Since this study focuses on initial perceptions of 
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candidates, it cannot test such long-term consensual themes around a particular known 

candidate nor the influence of sequential attack strategies. The study limits its focus to 

the influence of ambiguous and specific references to consensually held political 

stereotypes. 

If vague references to candidate impropriety spark schematic associations in the 

minds of voters, would not specific evidence provide at least the same opportunity for 

schematic association? The answer obviously must be affirmative. But the difference 

between a vague attack based on consensual political themes and a specific attack may 

be compared to the difference between solving a mathematical problem and being told 

the solution. Either way the answer is clear. But the students who process the solution 

on their own involve themselves at a cognitive level that enhances subsequent 

information processing. Specific references to a candidate's impropriety, references that 

include supporting evidence, may just as effectively cue schematic association for 

prospective voters. But since supporting evidence is supplied by the attack message, 

voters are required to produce less information from within with which to make sense 

of the message. And the less voters process political attack messages on their own, the 

less impact the message can be expected to have. 

Another mitigating factor for specific attack messages is that information supplied 

by the attack may limit its potential impact. For example, a vague attack might accuse 

a candidate of cheating on taxes. From the storehouse of past experience with political 

tax fraud, voters may supply their most negative evaluations of the candidate. But a 
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specific attack would provide a tangible limit to the damage a voter may assign to 

negative information. A candidate accused of writing off a a taxable business expense, 

for example, cannot be viewed as the most villanous tax-cheating fiend who ever lived. 

Some voters, in fact, may use information supplied in a specific attack to counterargue 

the intended message. Voters who have struggled with taxable business expenses may 

sympathize with the targeted candidate rather than processing the intended attack 

message. 

Specific information requires greater attention to detail on the part of voters. Such 

information may not fall into typical political information categories. So voters may 

process such information piecemeal for a time being unable to place it into developed 

schemas. Such processing of attack messages would lessen their impact. 

In the initial stages of a campaign between lesser known political candidates, 

ambiguous attacks that touch on widely held political role schemas, such as a breaker 

of promises, an ineffective bureaucrat, or a tax-raiser, may prompt voters to base 

inferences on their own experiences. That storehouse of information, individually 

arrayed and constantly available, is expected to produce richer associative cues and 

experiential supports for attitude shift away from the targeted candidate than are 

specific attacks. Specific attack information may in some cases contradict existing 

schematic structuring, prompting piecemeal processing and requiring greater cognitive 

effort on the part of the voter. 
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Ambiguity: Attacker effects 

Voters dislike receiving campaign messages that they perceive to be ambiguous 

(Bartels, 1986). They have been found to use campaign information in forming 

perceptions of candidates (Cundy, 1986) and in understanding campaign issues (Atkin, 

Bowen, Nayman, & Sheinkopf, 1973; Hofstetter, Zukin, & Buss, 1978). Voters rely on 

the cues provided in campaign messages to direct their thinking about an issue or 

candidate, and they become annoyed with messages that provide little usable 

information. 

Ambiguous attacks may prompt negative voter association with the attacker. If, as 

notions of schema suggest\ ambigllolls messages force voters to provide information 

from existing knowledge, they may be expected to provide such information about the 

attacker as well as the target. Public assessments of attacking candidates have been 

shown to be decidedly negative (Kern, 1989, p. 139; Jamieson, 1988). Specific attacks, 

however, may require greater cognitive effort directed toward the processing of the 

information itself and thus direct less attention toward the attacker. 

The transmission of factual information through the conduit of an attack 

advertisement presents the facade of objectivity. It may further promote an air of 

fairmindedness, wherein the perception is created that voters may reach their own 

conclusions based on the facts presented. 

When factual information accompanies an attack message, voters may find those 

facts useful in helping them develop their perceptions of candidates. In the Keating 
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example, knowledge of a candidate's business dealings with Keating may have created 

for some voters a link between the negative evaluations of Keating and the still 

coalescing evaluations of the candidate. 

A function of ambiguity that may benefit the attacker is in confronting sensitive 

issues where direct reference would activate in many voters images of insensitivity, 

tarnishing the image of the attacker as overly aggressive (i.e., references to an 

opponent's poor health). In general, however, positive associations between the useful 

information contained in an attack message and the bearer of the message would seem 

to be more direct in the specific attack situation than in the ambiguous. 

Proposition 3. If neither candidate in a campaign is widely known, ambiguous 

messages that allow for greater voter inference will produce greater attitudinal shift 

away from both the targeted candidate and the attacker. 

One issue raised by the proposition is whether voters will more accurately place the 

issue positions of a targeted candidate following specific attack messages than following 

ambiguous messages. If voter judgments are more accurate following specific attacks, 

then one might argue that those attack messages have produced a more predictable and 

consistent attitude shift than their ambiguous counterparts. 

H~pothesis 3A: Subjects will rate the issue position of the targeted candidate more 

accurately following a specific issue attack than following an ambiguous issue 

attack. 

As a further test of the proposition and its theoretical construct, the following 



hypothesis suggests that subjects will process ambiguous schematic cues more 

effectively than specific cues, producing a more dramatic shift in image perceptions: 

H~pothesis 3B: Subjects will rate the image of the targeted candidate lower 

following an ambiguous attack than following a specific attack. 
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The proposition also suggests that negative associations are fewer for the attacker who 

uses specific issue-based attack messages. The following hypothesis tests that notion: 

H~pothesis 3C: Subjects will rate the image of the attacking candidate lower 

following an ambiguous attack than following a specific attack. 



CHAPTER FOUR 

Method 

The hypotheses derived for this study were tested in an experimental setting. 
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Subjects were asked to read messages about hypothetical candidates for a state senate 

race and to respond to a questionnaire about the two candidates. 

Subiects 

In all, 451 subjects were recruited for this study. Subjects were divided into eight 

groups of approximately 55 subjects per group. Assuming a small effect size (delta = 

.20), this cell size provides a power approaching 70 (Q = .05, one-tailed) (Kraemer & 

Thiemann, 1987, p. 105). This power is below the power of 80 commonly accepted in 

social scientific research (Kraemer & Thiemann, 1987, chap. 2). Although less than 

ideal such a power does provide some assurance against confirming false hypotheses 

while allowing the detection of differences where true differences exist. 

Subjects were recruited from a pool of prospective jurors awaiting assignment to 

juries in Pima County Superior Court. Subjects were asked at random to complete the 

experimental instrument voluntarily. About two-thirds of potential jurors agreed to do 

so. 

Although not a true random sample of American voters, prospective jurors 

provided a diverse cross-section of voters of different ages and racial, social, 

economic, and educational backgrounds. Table 1 shows the percentages of respondents 

by gender, age, ethnic background, and education level. Respondents in the sample 



were better educated than the national census. Respondents also reflected a 

Insert Table 1 about here 

Southwestern U.S. ethnic blend, with slightly more whites and Mexican Americans, 

and slightly fewer blacks than the national average QYorld Almanac, 1992). These 

differences were not expected to bias the outcome of the experimental manipulation 

significantly. This sample should thus provide a fair demographic representation of 

voter response. 
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The experiment was conducted between Sept. 8 and Sept. 30, 1992, during the first 

month of the 1992 presidential campaign and following the Republican National 

Convention by nearly three weeks. Subjects responded to the questionnaire at a time 

when political issues and strategies were becoming a prominent feature of television 

and newspaper coverage. Their conscious attention to information relating to candidates 

for local, state, and national offices would thus be somewhat intensified. 

Instrument 

The seven-page instrument developed for this study contained seven elements (see 

Appendix A). First, three items concerning political attitudes were used to elicit 

information about the respondent's level of political involvement and to introduce the 

study through a series of easy-to-answer questions. 

Second, subjects were instructed to read one of eight different sets of political spot 
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advertisement scripts (see Appendix A). Subjects were randomly assigned to one of 

eight experimental groups: 1) positive image (control); 2) positive issue (control); 3) 

specific issue attack; 4) ambiguous issue attack; 5) specific competence attack; 6) 

ambiguous competence attack; 7) specific integrity attack; 8) ambiguous integrity 

attack. 

To enhance experimental control, hypothetical candidates were contrived for the 

study and messages were written to meet research criteria. The alternatives of exposing 

subjects to actual campaign commercials or to hypothetical messages about real 

candidates were rejected for several reasons. The main objection to using existing 

commercials is lack of control over the experimental manipulations. Messages crafted 

for a candidate may synthesize image and issue themes or ambiguous and specific 

language. Thus the ability to isolate and test voter response to different message 

strategies would be compromised. Even if messages could be crafted about real 

candidates to meet research criteria, subject responses to the hypothetical messages may 

be confounded with their responses to one or several of a myriad of uncontrolled visual 

and nonverbal impressions of a candidate. For those reasons, the study used 

hypothetical campaign messages about two hypothetical candidates. 

Since the study was conducted during a presidential election where uncontrollable 

current events might influence voter perceptions of hypothetical presidential candidates, 

the study contrived two candidates for the state senate. Many state senate races are 

contested each biennium, and voters are exposed to relatively fewer campaign messages 
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about those candidates. A state senate race was thus used as a more neutral setting for 

the experimental attack messages. 

Two messages were scripted for each group. The use of multiple messages to test 

message effects provides for better generalizability of results than single-message tests 

(Jackson, 1992). For issue-based attacks, local issues of current interest to voters in 

Pima County were used to allow subjects to process the political messages along 

existing issue schemas. Similarly for image-based attacks, typical attack themes such as 

incompetence and distrust were used to allow activation of voter schemas. Messages 

were constructed to ensure similar style. Messages averaged 10 1 words per 

advertisement, a typical word count for a 3D-second political advertisement. The 

longest message was 123 words and the shortest was 71 words (see Appendix A). 

The ambiguity level of messages was pretested using 21 students in a public 

speaking course. Subjects were asked to rate each message on a lO-point ambiguity 

scale where 1 was labeled "specific," or "contained factual supporting evidence," and 

10 was labeled "ambiguous," or "contained no factual supporting evidence." The mean 

for specific messages used in this study was 4.03 (sd = 2.36) while the mean for 

ambiguous messages was 8.00 (sd = 2.38). The mean for positive messages was 4.87 

(sd = 2.24). 

The third part of the instrument consisted of a forced-choice question asking 

respondents for a voting decision between the two candidates. Two open-ended 

questions asked respondents to identify aspects of the message that helped them make 
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their voting decision and aspects that made them feel uncomfortable or unsure of their 

decision. The open-ended measure was administered immediately following exposure to 

the political messages to avoid possible response bias from structured questions. 

Responses were coded into one of five categories: candidate image, campaign issues, 

lack of information, negative campaign tactics, or other (see Appendix B). 

The fourth part of the instrument consisted of a lO-item, seven-point semantic 

differential scale based on source credibility research (McCroskey, 1966; McCroskey, 

Holdridge, & Toomb, 1974). Five items (competent, qualified, experienced, confident, 

and responsible) related to perceptions of candidate competence, two (honest and 

believable) to perceptions of candidate integrity, and three (friendly, good-natured, and 

pleasant) to perceptions of candidate attraction. To reduce error introduced by potential 

ordering effects on the dependent measure, the order of items was randomized. The 

reliability (Cronbach's alpha) of the five-item competence measure in this study was 

.75, while reliability for the three-item attractiveness measure was .73. The two-item 

integrity measure proved to be unreliable (.44) and was dropped from the study. The 

unreliability of this measure may have resulted from respondent differentiation of 

candidate honesty and believability in the attack context or from response error. 

The fifth part of the instrument consisted of a six-item, seven-point political issue 

position scale. Subjects were asked to place themselves and each candidate on each of 

six issue positions (liberal/conservative, government providing more/fewer services, 

government should help/not help people get ahead, spending morelless for education, 
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spending more/less for welfare, spending more/less for environment). Question 

wording and format were derived from the 1988 National Election Studies conducted 

by the University of Michigan. Where necessary, some wording was changed to 

maintain consistent response format and issue relevance. 

The sixth part of the instrument was a simple feeling thermometer. On this I-to-100 

scale, subjects rated their likelihood of voting for the targeted candidate and for the 

attacker. 

Finally, four demographic questions were asked to allow assessment of sample 

demographics. 

pesign 

The independent variables in this study were message strategy (image, issue) and 

level of ambiguity (specific, ambiguous). The treatment was administered to eight 

randomly assigned subject groups. Level of ambiguity was dichotomized into 

ambiguous and specific attack messages. Message strategy was dichotomized into issue

based and image-based attack messages. Image-based messages were further 

dichotomized to include attacks based on competence and integrity, but since no 

significant differences were found between voter perceptions of candidates following 

exposure to competence and integrity messages, these groups were combined into a 

single image-based message group. The primary dependent measure for this study was 

the semantic differential scale measuring perceptions of target and attacker competence 

and attractiveness. 
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To test Hypothesis lA and lB, competence and attractiveness measures were 

combined into a single measure of candidate image. Hypothesis lA was tested by 

conducting a i-test comparing candidate image responses in the positive image (control) 

group with target image responses in all attack groups. A second i-test compared 

candidate image responses in the positive issue (control) group with target image 

responses in all attack groups. Hypothesis 1B was similarly tested by a i-test comparing 

candidate image responses in the positive image (control) group with attacker image 

responses in all attack groups. A second i-test compared candidate image responses in 

the positive issue (control) group with attacker image responses in all groups. To 

protect against alpha slippage caused by multiple comparisons using the same data, 

Dunn's test suggests an alpha level of .025 to determine significance of data used in 

two comparisons. Since data from the control and treatment conditions were used in 

comparisons of both target and attacker, that alpha level was used in testing the 

significance of Hypothesis IA and lB. 

Hypothesis 2A and 3B were tested in two independent 2 x 2 analyses of variance. 

In the first ANOVA, target competence responses were compared for two levels of 

message strategy (issue, image) and for two levels of ambiguity (specific, ambiguous). 

Since messages were treated as a random variable, variance resulting from message 

differences was assigned to the error term in all analyses of variance conducted in this 

study. In the second ANOVA, target attractiveness responses were compared for the 

same two levels of message strategy and ambiguity. Hypothesis 2A predicted a main 
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effect finding for message strategy, and Hypothesis 3B predicted a main effect finding 

for level of ambiguity. 

Hypothesis 2B and 3C were tested similarly in two independent 2 x 2 analyses of 

variance. The first ANOY A tested attacker competence responses for two levels of 

message strategy and ambiguity. The second ANOYA tested attacker attractiveness 

responses for the same two levels of message strategy and ambiguity. Hypothesis 2B 

predicted a main effect finding for message strategy, and Hypothesis 3C predicted a 

main effect finding for level of ambiguity. 

Hypothesis 3A was tested using the six-item political issue position scale (see 

Appendix A) as the dependent measure. Responses were tabulated only from subjects 

reading issue-based attack messages. Variances in the placement target issue positions 

were computed for respondents reading specific and ambiguous attack messages, and 

differences were compared using E-tests. 



CHAPTER FIVE 

Results 
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Two control groups were used for this study. One control group read positive 

image-based messages and the other read positive issue-based messages. Contrary to 

the findings of Kaid and Sanders (1978), subjects in this study gave higher candidate 

image evaluations to candidates after exposure to positive image-based messages than to 

positive issue-based messages. On the feeling thermometer scale ranging from 0 to 100, 

the group reading image-based messages was slightly more likely to vote for the 

candidate (56.6) than the group reading issue-based messages (50.5). Measures of 

candidate competence and attractiveness were combined in this comparison to provide 

an overall measure of candidate image. On this image scale, where 1 is the lowest 

image rating and 7 is the highest, the group reading positive image messages was 

significantly more likely to vote for the candidate, with a mean of 4.98. The group 

reading positive issue messages registered a mean of 4.39 (1 = 3.69, df = 65, R < 

.001, two-tailed). Because the positive image and positive issue control groups 

appeared to represent differing populations, their results were compared independently 

with the experimental groups. 

Attacks lower RerceRtions of candidates 

The first hypothesis tested a basic assumption of negative campaign tactics--that 

they lower the perception of the opponent. To test this hypothesis, subjects in the 

control groups read positive messages about a candidate and those in the experimental 
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groups read negative messages. Responses on the candidate image scale were compared 

using i-tests corrected for unequal samples. Results confirmed the hypothesis. The 

mean of evaluations of candidate image in the positive image message group was 4.98 

while the mean in the negative message group was 3.94 on the one-to-seven scale (t = 

7.87, df = 65, n < .001, one-tailed). Responses following exposure to positive issue 

messages were significantly higher as well (mean = 4.39, ! = 3.56, df = 70, n < 

.001, one-tailed). So those voters who had only positive information upon which to 

base an opinion were more positive in their appraisals of the candidate than those who 

were given only negative information. This finding was further supported by results 

from the feeling thermometer measure. Respondents' likelihood of voting for the 

candidate following exposure to positive messages averaged 53.7 on a scale of 1 to 

100. But following exposure to negative messages, their likelihood of voting for the 

targeted candidate dropped significantly to an average of 37.4 (1 = 6.28, df = 134, n 

< .001, one-tailed). 

Hypothesis 1B tested the idea that negative campaign tactics have some negative 

fallout for the attacker. This hypothesis was tested similarly to the first hypothesis, by 

comparing perceptions of candidates following exposure to positive messages with 

perceptions of the attacking candidate following exposure to attack messages from that 

candidate. Again, results of i-tests confirmed this hypothesis. Respondents reading 

positive image messages evaluated the candidate at a mean of 4.98, a significantly 

higher level than those reading attack messages sponsored by that candidate (mean = 
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3.94,1 = 8.52, df = 65, lL < .001, one-tailed). Those reading positive issue messages 

were slightly less enthusiastic in their support of the candidate, with a mean of 4.39, 

but were significantly higher in their evaluations than those reading attack messages 

(mean = 3.94, ! = 3.84, df = 70, lL < .001, one-tailed). These results would seem to 

indicate that attack strategies negatively influence voter perceptions of attacker image as 

strongly as those of targeted candidate image. When faced with a voting decision, those 

voters were reluctant to support the attacking candidate, with a voting likelihood mean 

of 43.8 on the 1-to-100 scale. 

Message strategy effects on target 

The first hypotheses supported the notion that attack messages influenced 

perceptions of targeted candidates. Hypothesis 2A suggested that attacks on a 

candidate's image may influence judgments of that candidate differently than attacks on 

issue positions of that candidate. Specifically, image attacks were posited to lower voter 

ratings of the targeted candidate more than issue messages. 

This hypothesis was tested using a 2 x 2 analysis of variance with message strategy 

(issue or image) and level of ambiguity (ambiguous or specific) as variables. A 

significant main effect finding for message strategy would confirm this hypothesis. 

Hypothesis 2A received partial confirmation. Examination of means in Table 2 

indicates that voter evaluations of target competence were lower following exposure to 

image-based messages than issue-based messages. The analysis of variance indicated a 

significant main effect for message strategy. Means of evaluations of target 
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attractiveness, reported in Table 3, were also in the direction hypothesized, but analysis 

of variance found no significant difference for message strategy. 

Insert Tables 2 and 3 about here 

The influence of message strategy was further supported by analysis of voter 

likelihood of voting for the target, as measured on the 1-to-100 feeling thermometer. 

Voters exposed to image-based messages were significantly less likely to vote for the 

attacker than were voters exposed to issue-based messages (see Table 4). 

Insert Table 4 about here 

Further confirmation of the influence of image-based attack messages is found in 

the results of the straw vote taken among respondents. Table 5 indicates that image

based attack messages resulted in significantly stronger support for the attacker than did 

issue-based attack messages. 

Insert Table 5 about here 

These findings seem to support the conclusion that attacks on a candidate's image 

have a greater impact on early voter impressions of a candidate than do attacks on a 
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Message strategy and fallout for the attacker 
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Hypotheses 1 B confirms the prevailing notion that voters dislike attack 

advertisements, and they seem to discredit attackers nearly as much as targets. But are 

voters more likely to respond to issue attacks than to attacks on a candidate's image? 

Hypothesis 2B suggests that voters see issue-based attacks as more fair than attacks on 

an opponent's personality or image. Thus they should rate attacker image (competence 

and attractiveness) more highly following exposure to issue-based attack messages than 

following exposure to image-based attacks. 

This hypothesis was tested using a 2 x 2 analysis of variance with message strategy 

(issue or image) and level of ambiguity (ambiguous or specific) as variables. Although 

the means were mostly in the direction indicated, the differences proved to be not 

significant. Table 6 shows means and analysis of variance for evaluations of 

Insert Tables 6 and 7 about here 

attacker competence. The main effect of message strategy was not significant. Table 7 

shows similar results of the analysis of variance for attacker attractiveness. The 

analysis did produce a significant disordinal interaction effect, but no such effect was 

predicted. 

Findings from responses on the likelihood of voting feeling thermometer also failed 
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to support Hypothesis 2B. Table 8 shows that the likelihood of voting for the 

Insert Table 8 about here 

attacker was highest following exposure to specific issue attacks as predicted, but 

analysis of variance produced no significant main effect for message strategy. It would 

appear from these findings, then, that voter backlash toward attacking candidates is not 

directly associated with the type of message employed by the attacker. 

Level of ambiguity and placement of candidates on issues 

The ability of prospective voters to place candidate issue positions accurately was 

tested in Hypothesis 3A, which posited that voters presented with specific campaign 

information about candidate issue positions would place the candidate more consistently 

on an issue scale than voters given ambiguous issue information. 

To test this hypothesis, respondents were asked to place each candidate and 

themselves on a 7-point issue scale for each of six issues. Results were tabulated only 

from groups that read issue-based attack messages. Issues addressed in the attack spots 

included spending for education and free trade with Mexico. In both spots, the targeted 

candidate was portrayed as taking a liberal position (for spending for schools, for free 

trade with Mexico) while the attacking candidate took the more conservative position 

(can't afford unlimited spending, free trade will cost Arizona jobs). The assumption 

was that voters would use the provided issue information to form perceptions of 
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candidate responses to issues not discussed. For example, a candidate who promises to 

cut spending for schools might also be expected to cut spending for the environment, 

welfare, and government services. 

Respondents rated the candidates on a liberal/conservative scale as well as on the 

issues of education, the environment, welfare, government services, and government 

involvement in social problems. The scale ranged from spending more or providing 

more services to spending less or providing fewer services. 

The hypothesis was not confirmed. Table 9 indicates that on the issues of 

education, welfare, and government services, respondents placed the targeted candidate 

issue positions with less variance following specific attack messages than 

Insert Table 9 about here 

following ambiguous attack messages, but the differences in variance proved to be not 

significant. The clearest test of the hypothesis was the issue of education, and on that 

issue the difference in variance measured E = 1.10 (df = 59, 53; U > .05; critical E 

= 1.53). Perhaps the issue of free trade confounded the results of this test. The free 

trade issue has crossed traditional liberal/conservative lines to unite such liberal groups 

as labor unions with conservative protectionist causes. 

Although no hypotheses were derived regarding placement of the attacker's issue 

positions following exposure to specific and ambiguous issue attacks, the results of 
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comparisons of variance in placement of the attacker's issue positions proved 

interesting. On every issue, respondents placed the issue positions of the attacker with 

less variance following exposure to ambiguous attack messages than following exposure 

to specific attack messages. Only in the placement of liberal/conservative judgments 

were respondents more consistent following specific attack messages. Although such a 

finding may be an artifact of the messages of this study, the consistency of the effect 

would suggest it as deserving of further study. Such findings might also support earlier 

findings regarding voter placement of candidate issue positions under conditions of 

uncertainty (Page, 1976; Shepsle, 1972). 

Message ambiguity and impact on target and attacker 

How do specific messages influence voter processing of attack messages in relation 

to ambiguous approaches? Do voters require specific supporting evidence in order to 

take seriously charges made against an unknown candidate? Do they hold the sponsor 

of unsupported attacks responsible for the content of their messages? These questions 

are addressed in Hypotheses 3B and 3C. 

In analyses of variance of responses to target competence and attractiveness, no 

significant differences were found. Tables 2 and 3 indicate that voter evaluations of 

target competence and attractiveness were lower following ambiguous attack messages 

than following specific attacks, but the differences were not significant. Hypothesis 3B 

was not confirmed. 

Results of evaluations of target competence and attractiveness were mixed with no 
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significant differences among groups (see Tables 6 and 7). So, Hypothesis 3C was also 

not confirmed. 

Voting outcomes also failed to show any significant differences resulting from level 

of ambiguity in the message, as Table 10 indicates. 

Insert Table 10 about here 

Voter reactions to candidates by groups 

Descriptive statistical analyses were conducted on demographic groups within the 

study, although no hypotheses were derived for testing. Cross-tabulation of groups 

revealed several interesting voting trends. 

Immediately after reading the spots, respondents were asked for which candidate 

they were most likely to vote. They were then asked to identify which aspect of the 

messages had helped them reach their decisions. These responses were coded into one 

of five content categories developed for the study: 1) candidate image, 2) issue 

positions, 3) lack of information, 4) negative campaign tactics, and 5) other (see 

Appendix B for examples). A total of 317 responses were coded. Twenty percent of 

these were coded independently by a second coder. Interrater agreement was 95 

percent, with a correction for chance agreement of .89 (Cohen, 1960). Both the overall 

agreement and Cohen's kappa statistic exceed traditional threshholds of .80 and .60 

respectively (Hartmann, 1977) for intercoder reliability. Disagreements were resolved 
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by randomly assigning one coder's response. 

Overall, 57 percent of voters indicated a preference for the attacker, 32 percent 

indicated a preference for the target, and 11 percent indicated no preference. The 

overall vote likelihood, as measured by the feeling thermometer, indicated a mean of 

43.8 for the attacker and 37.5 for the target. 

Results of open-ended responses were tabulated against the forced-choice vote and 

the vote likelihood. Table 11 indicates that three of five voters cited issues or 

Insert Table 11 about here 

candidate images as factors in their voting decisions. Those voters apparently relied on 

the content of the advertisements as they indicated strong support of the attacker. 

Approximately 30 percent of voters cited problems relating to the lack of information 

needed to make a decision or a negative reaction to attack campaign tactics as factors in 

their voting decision. Many of those voters either remained undecided or ignored the 

content of the advertisements and supported the targeted candidate. 

A cross-tabulation of voting rationale with age group yielded few surprises. Voters 

in the 36 to 55 age category, who comprised half of voters in this study, seemed to 

focus more heavily on issues and negative campaign tactics as definitive factors in their 

voting decisions, as seen in Table 12. Younger and older voters appeard to give 

slightly more credence to candidate image factors. All groups, however, cited issues as 
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Insert Table 12 about here 

the single most influential factor in their voting decisions. A comparison of age with 

voting preference supported these same findings. Younger voters appeared nearly as 

willing to support the target as the attacker. As Table 13 indicates, older voters, 

however, appeared more likely to accept the content of the political messages and 

support the attacker but not the target. Voters in the 36 to 55 age category were more 

skeptical of both candidates, but appeared fairly willing to support the attacker in a 

forced choice situation. 

Insert Table 13 about here 

A breakdown of voting rationale by education level showed that as education level 

increased, voters tended to become more concerned over the kind of information being 

presented and were less likely to accept that information at face value. Table 14 

Insert Table 14 about here 

shows increasing concern over negative campaign tactics as education level increases. 

The table also shows some reduction in dependence on image factors as education level 
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increases. Apparently the 20 percent of voters sampled here who have completed 

college are more critical consumers of political information. This finding is further 

supported in the tabulation of education level by voting preference. Table 15 indicates 

that at higher educational levels, voters are more likely to support a candidate despite 

mediated attacks and less likely to accept information from attack advertisements as 

useful information upon which to base a voting decision. 

Insert Table 15 about here 

A comparison of voting preference by gender showed that men are somewhat more 

likely to rely on the content of attack messages than are women. Especially when the 

information contained in the messages was specific, men gave strong support to the 

attacking candidate while women appeared more willing to discount the content of the 

message and support the embattled target, as indicated in Table 16. 

Insert Table 16 about here 

Finally, level of political involvement was compared with voting preference. Table 

17 shows that voters who described themselves as very or moderately involved in 

politics were more likely to support either candidate than those who described 

themselves as either slightly involved or not involved. (Nearly 9 of 10 respondents 
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described themselves in one of these latter two categories.} So level of political 

involvement may have a slight impact on receptivity of voters to the information 

conveyed in attack political messages. 

85 
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CHAPTER SIX 

Discussion 

This study represents a first step toward understanding the influence of message 

variables on voter cognition of political messages. Findings and implications of the 

study are discussed, limitations are acknowledged, and a continuing research agenda is 

suggested in the sections that follow. 

Public skepticism about attack methods 

The results of this study reveal a high level of public skepticism about the use of 

political attack advertisements. The tide of public dissatisfaction with political 

mudslinging during the 1992 campaign was reflected at several levels by this study. 

One clear indicator was that nearly one in five respondents cited negative campaign 

tactics as a primary influence on the voting decision. Those voters were more likely 

than any other group to vote against the attacker (see Table 7). 

Another indicator of public distrust of attack messages may have been reflected by 

a higher than expected level of noncompletion of the questionnaire form for this study. 

Nearly 30 percent of those who began the questionnaire failed to complete some 

portion of it. A number of respondents made notations on the form citing frustration 

with providing the requested political evaluations based solely on two negative political 

advertisements. Indeed, the backlash of public sentiment against political attack 

methods prompted some to distrust the motives behind this research endeavor. Clearly, 

voters are becoming more aware and skeptical of political attack methods. 
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When asked for a voting decision, however, fully 85 percent of those who began 

the questionnaire provided a voting decision and some rationale for it. That fact would 

seem to support the conclusions of other researchers (Page, 1978, chap. 6; Popkin, 

1991, chap. 3) that although voters do not like attack methods, they will, in the 

absence of other information, learn from and act on the information those attacks 

provide. 

The devastating image attack 

Results from this study would seem to lend support to the notion that, where other 

factors are equal, candidates who choose to attack their opponents on grounds of 

character, competence, or integrity will find their messages to be more persuasive than 

those who limit their attacks solely to issues. Straw vote results suggest that image 

attacks drew stronger support for the attacking candidate and less support for the 

targeted candidate than did issue attacks. 

This finding may reflect a problem with issue attacks. Page (1978, chap. 6) 

suggested that candidates choose to communicate those messages that are most likely to 

influence voters because of the limited amount of time available to communicate with 

voters. He suggested that issue messages tended to divide voters, to encourage 

counterargument, and to promote divisions between the attacker and the voter. So while 

some voters may discount the image of the targeted candidate as incompetent for taking 

an unpopular stand on an issue, other voters may agree with the position taken by the 

targeted candidate. Thus the effect of the attack message is attenuated as some voters 
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engage in counterargument, debating the merits of issues rather than forming judgments 

about candidates. 

In the issues selected for this study, the targeted candidate was portrayed as 

supporting additional funding for public schools by adding unrealistic sums to the state 

tax burden. But perhaps a large segment of voters believe that additional taxes would 

be an acceptable risk for the benefit of their children's schooling. Those voters would 

use the issue information provided in the attack message, then, to validate their support 

of the targeted candidate. The desired effect of turning those voters against the targeted 

candidate would be lessened. 

To avoid the effects of reaction to a single issue, this study used multiple issue 

attack messages. In the second attack message, voters were told that the targeted 

candidate favored unrestricted free trade with Mexico, regardless of the loss of local 

jobs. Some voters may have supported free trade, however, and used information from 

the attack to justify their support of the targeted candidate. In fact, nearly two-thirds of 

respondents reading issue attacks claimed that issue information was most influential in 

their voting decisions; only one-quarter of those reading image attacks cited issues. 

Results of this study support the conclusions of other studies that voters do make use of 

available information in forming voting decisions. Image-based attack messages may 

prompt a host of associations with negative interpersonal and political character 

schemas, providing more uniformly negative evaluations of the targeted candidate. 

Issue-based attack messages bring voter association with issues, prompting positive, 
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negative, or neutral evaluations of those issues, their relevance to the voter, and 

comparisons of the targeted and attacking candidates' positions. Multiple issue attacks 

may provide only additional information and opportunity for voter equivocation over 

issues thus lessening negative cognitive associations with the targeted candidate. 

How specific should a candidate be? 

This study failed to uncover any significant differences in voter reaction to attacks 

that used specific or ambiguous information. Table 8 shows the overall likelihood of 

voting for each candidate by specific and ambiguous groups. Results of the feeling 

thermometer and of the voting decision remained stable despite changes in the level of 

ambiguity of the messages. 

This finding may give support to the idea that while voters are becoming more 

critical of the style of campaign advertising, they have yet to become critical evaluators 

of the content of those messages. Allegations of unfairness, dishonesty, and 

incompetence seemed, in this study, to be accepted by most voters as useful 

information upon which to base a voting decision. Merely supporting those allegations 

with specific examples did not enhance their persuasiveness. 

While all attacks did lower perceptions of the attacker, voters did not seem 

unusually likely to chastise the attacker for using vague generalizations in attacking an 

opponent nor did they reward the attacker for citing specific instances to support the 

attack messages (see Tables 3 and 4). 

By itself, this finding may tend to support the notion that spot attack messages, 
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which tend to be vague by definition, are and will continue to be effective persuasive 

tools in the political attack arsenal. But one must recall that, unlike this experimental 

study, real-world attack messages do not operate in a vacuum. Candidates use them 

strategically to support a theme, to reinforce a feeling. Spots operate within a 

cacophony of competing political information in multiple mediated settings. To have 

any effect, spots must be simple, clear, memorable, and repeated. Apparently, 

however, they need not be specific. Validating charges with specific supporting 

evidence does not seem to be a prerequisite to their success. 

Limitations 

Two methodological approaches dominate audience research in political 

communication, the survey and the controlled experiment (Cundy, 1986). Each method 

has advantages and disadvantages. A well executed survey provides an excellent 

perspective on existing attitudes at a particular point in time. Survey results may be 

generalized to a larger population with confidence. Survey methodology, then, has high 

external validity. But survey results provide at best a measure of covariation of 

attitudes with events beyond the control of the researcher. Consequently, survey 

research becomes suspect regarding its internal validity; survey results lack proof that 

measured attitudes resulted from particular co-occuring events. 

Experimental research is the converse of survey method in terms of strengths and 

weaknesses. Experimental research provides a level of control to the researcher 

necessary to infer causation; the experimenter may assume with some confidence that 
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differences measured between control and treatment groups resulted from the 

experimental manipulation. Therefore, experimental research has high internal validity. 

But experimental conditions may not generalize well to a larger population for several 

reasons. One is that treatment conditions may not accurately reflect natural conditions. 

In this experiment, subjects read scripts of television commercial messages rather than 

viewing the messages as they would in a real campaign. Subjects were exposed to 

several campaign messages in succession rather than spread over the course of several 

days, weeks, and months leading up to an election. Subjects were exposed to those 

messages only once prior to responding to the messages. Subjects realized that the 

candidates were hypothetical and that their responses were not actual votes cast for 

candidates whose elections might influence their futures. The effects of such 

experimental manipulations were anticipated to be a heightened level of cognitive 

processing of the political messages, an increased reliance on schema-based political 

knowledge, and an enhanced response toward the positive or negative messages. 

As discussed earlier, the alternative of exposing subjects to videotaped television 

commercials from real candidates or to commercials produced for this study was 

considered and rejected. The use of real candidates introduces information that may 

confound voter responses to attack message strategies. An alternative approach to the 

problem would be to construct televised commercials where such visual elements were 

held constant. But production of such commercials would entail considerable cost, and 

the experimenter would be forced to balance the demand for message integrity with the 
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demand for realistic appearing advertisements. Even if such goals were met, the 

resulting commercials may produce data that are systematically skewed, reflecting 

unknown idiosyncratic visual, audio, and nonverbal elements. Such commercials may 

produce results that are only slightly more generalizable than those collected under the 

experimental conditions imposed in this study. 

The research questions posed in this study reflect an initial inquiry into the 

influences of ambiguity and message strategy on voter information processing. As such, 

the findings of this study provide a first step toward a broader understanding of these 

factors. The importance of that first step is to lend guidance to the development of 

further research endeavors, using various methods to test the influence of these factors 

in more naturally occuring contests. Thus, the limitations to the generalizability of this 

study are accepted in light of the advantages realized in the areas of control and causal 

inference. 

Further methodological considerations related to experimental research center on 

subject response bias. In an experimental setting, subjects are generally aware that their 

responses are being recorded for study. Subjects may attend to messages more 

cognitively than they would during a normal election, or they may pay less attention 

since their artificial voting decision bears no consequence. They may attempt to 

anticipate desired responses, or they may answer carelessly to finish the task. The 

effect of such responses is a reduction in the confidence of conclusions drawn from the 

experimental measures. To attempt to counter these effects, subjects were informed in a 
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written introduction to the questionnaire that they were participating in a research 

project on political messages, that the research was not funded by a political candidate 

or party, and that their participation was voluntary. They were encouraged to answer 

each question completely and to respond as if they were encountering these messages 

for real candidates. These methods may have reduced the negative effects of response 

bias somewhat. 

A third criticism of experimental research is that, like all research, it stands or falls 

on the variables that are measured (Iyengar & Kinder, 1987, chap. 2). If variables 

crucial to the formation of candidate image impressions are omitted, the results of the 

study may be meaningless. The ill effects realized when crucial variables are omitted 

may be reduced by relying on a broad contextual base of research in building the 

conceptual framework for the study. This study relies on such a broadly derived 

framework. 

Several factors limit this study of the effects of schema-based political judgments. 

First, receivers differ in their schematic makeup so that a message may activate 

different schemas among voters or not activate any existing schema. Such factors as 

partisanship, ideology, identification with a candidate, and level of cognitive 

complexity influence the processing of campaign messages. This study identifies only 

trends as they occur within groups of voters rather than identifying specific schematic 

patterns of information processing. 

A further boundary limitation is that the study tests only two attack messages that 
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are similar in style and content. It does not measure the influence of multiple attacks or 

of responses to attacks and counterattacks. It further measures immediate response to 

attack messages rather than looking at the effects of such messages over time. 

The study further makes no attempt to study differences in voter perception related 

to candidate credibility. Voter processing of an attack message from a highly credible 

candidate, however, may differ significantly from that of an unknown. The study of the 

interaction of candidate credibility with ambiguity level and message strategy remains 

an untested but potentially rewarding area for further inquiry. 

Conclusions 

What do we know from this first step toward understanding the influence of 

message variables on voter information-processing? First, this study has supported the 

claims of earlier theorists about voter processing of political information. Although 

respondents in this study voiced concerns over lack of information, most used available 

information as a shortcut in decision-making (Fiske & Taylor, 1991, chap. 5; Popkin, 

1991, chap. 3). One conclusion supported by this study would be that candidates who 

limit their discussion of issues may succeed in shaping public perceptions during a 

campaign around a narrow range of issues and/or character images. Although voters 

may be unhappy about the level of information they receive, they appear to be capable 

of filling in missing information from their own experience and of forming voting 

decisions. 

It is important to note that candidates may direct public perceptions around a 
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narrow range of issues and images while still maintaining a high public profile. The 

fact that a candidate appears on three morning news interviews does not guarantee a 

broad-ranging discussion of the issues at any greater depth than that allowed by the 30-

second campaign spot. Candidates continue to set and limit the agenda of public 

discussion by the way they handle responses to debate questions every bit as much as 

by the way their managers craft spot messages. An example from the 1992 campaign is 

illustrative. Ross Perot purchased hours of prime-time network time to speak directly to 

the American people. Without viewing the programs, many voters may have been 

impressed that Perot was unconventional, direct, and open in his discussion of issues. 

But a close viewing of Perot's television "infomercials" revealed limited issue 

information, consisting mostly of simplistic charts and of Perot proclaiming gloom over 

the deficit and "painting rose-tinted word pictures of himself" (The Second, 1992, p. 

87). Although candidates in the 1992 campaign attempted to look apolitical and 

approachable by their frequent television appearances, the content of those appearances 

had more to do with transmitting image-based messages than with expanding the range 

of issue-based political discussion. Voters are still faced with the problem of making a 

voting decision based on limited information. 

It would further seem that candidates have little incentive to expand and clarify 

issue positions for voters. A second conclusion that supports earlier research is that 

character information appears to be extremely important to voters in forming voting 

decisions. While issue-based attacks seemed to split voter opinion, image-based attacks 
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provided a more consistent negative opinion shift. Voters seem to rely on intuitive 

evaluations of character, using whatever information may be supplied by media in 

forming their voting decisions. Candidates thus appear to be rewarded for limiting the 

discussion of issues, without appearing to avoid such discussions, and for focusing their 

mediated presentations on perceptions of character--theirs and/or their opponent's. 

Aristotle noted: "We believe good men more readily and fully than others; this is 

true generally whatever the question is, and absolutely true where exact certainty is 

impossible and opinions are divided" (Aristotle, 1954, p. 25). Popkin (1991, chap. 3) 

asserts that the complexity of public policy drives most voters to shortcuts in selecting 

political leaders. Rather than determining whether a particular piece of legislation will 

benefit them directly, most voters attempt to select a responsible leader who will make 

what they believe to be moral decisions. In the environment of a political campaign in 

which candidates appear to be rewarded for avoiding specific issue positions, and in an 

environment in which voters seem willing to substitute image-based votes for issue

based votes, candidates who attempt to build their own political images and/or to lower 

their opponent's political images would seem to stand the greatest chances for success. 

Indeed, mudslinging has been a prominent part of the American political past and 

present. There seems to be no reason to assume that it will not remain a prominent 

campaign strategy in the future. 

A third conclusion is that voters appear willing to form voting decisions based on 

unsubstantiated information. Voters in this experiment applied information from 



generalized attacks as efficiently as they did from specific attacks. Voters did not, 

however, apply that information in the same ways. Voters with higher levels of 

education were less likely to follow the flow of the persuasive attack message. They 

were less likely to support the attacker than their less educated counterparts. In fact, 

they were more likely to support the target than to support the attacker. 
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The findings of this study support the conclusion that education is a major influence 

to voter information-processing and decision-making. As America's electorate becomes 

better educated, it may become more discriminating of the political information it 

processes. It may become more demanding of factual support for political attacks and 

more critical of candidates who make unsubstantiated attacks. Such conclusions may 

offer hope to individuals concerned over the current level of political discourse. But it 

should be remembered that less than one-fourth of the American adult population has 

had four years of education beyond high school (World Almanac, 1992). 

Although most voters are not highly educated, they are not ignorant. They do listen 

to the content of political advertisements. They do discern information that is important 

in their ultimate voting decision. Public sentiment against political attack advertisements 

prompted broader public discussion of the influence of political attack messages prior to 

the 1992 presidential campaign and prompted changes in the campaign strategies of the 

candidates. It is hoped that such discussions, informed by emerging research, may 

enhance the quality of thought around political issues and the demand for better 

information from poli,tical candidates. 
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The next steps 

If this study is to be viewed as a significant first step toward understanding voter 

processing of political messages, it seems appropriate to suggest what next steps may 

be useful. 

One potentially rewarding area of inquiry may be a closer analysis of the influence 

of differing image attacks. This study dichotomized candidate image into character and 

integrity, but it found little difference in the influence of these two image-based attack 

strategies. A host of image variables remain untested: background, experience, family, 

appearance, and composure are examples of such variables. What influence does 

candidate credibility play in the processing of attack messages? How do attacks from a 

credible incumbent differ in their impact on voters from those of an unknown candidate 

or from a political action committee? 

A necessary next step would be experimentation in a more natural setting. Use of 

visual advertisements would be an important advance. Successful research may include 

presentation of campaign messages crafted around actual candidates to a sample of 

voters in a different locale or in a race where the influence of experimentation would 

be minimal. Advances in cable programming technology may also permit the insertion 

of experimental messages into regular television programming to provide a more 

realistic context for experimentation. 

Further investigations of voter information processing under conditions of 

uncertainty may explore the influence of message salience on voter perception of 



candidates. Do messages relating to central or strongly held valence issues influence 

voter processing differently than messages relating to diffuse or weakly held issues? 
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Other suggested avenues of further research include the effects of message decay 

over time. Do specific negative messages remain in memory longer than ambiguous 

messages? Does the processing of ambiguous cues require less time than that of specific 

information? 

Finally, what are the effects of multiple attack messages on voter processing? How 

many attacks and counterattacks can voters realistically process? What happens when 

voters reach overload? These and other questions remain potentially rewarding areas 

for further study. 
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Table 1 

Sample Demographics Compared to U.S. Population 

Republican 

Independent 

Democratic 

Female 

Male 

18-35 

36-55 

56+ 

Sample (percentage) U.S. population 

35.18 

17.58 

47.23 

52 

48 

27.4 

49.5 

23.1 

Political Party 

25 

38 

37 

Gender 

51 

49 

Age 

37.2 

34.8 

28.0 
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Grade school 

High school 

Some college 

College graduate 

Black 

Native American 

Asian 

White 

Mexican/ American 

Other 

Sample 

2 

19.5 

41 

37.5 

2.4 

3.1 

80 

11 

2.5 

u. S. population 

Education 

11.6 

50 

17.3 

21.1 

Race 

12.1 

0.8 

2.9 

73.8 

9 

1.4 

Source: 1990 Census, U.S. Bureau of the Census, U.S. Department of Commerce 
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Table 2 

Evaluations of Target Competence 

Table of Means 

Message Strategy 

Image Attack 

Issue Attack 

Analysis of Variance 

Source 

Message 

Ambiguity 

SS 

14.08 

3.93 

Message x Ambiguity 1.38 

Within 339.94 

Total 359.33 

*(critical E = 3.84; 12 = .05) 

Level of Ambiguity 

Ambiguous 

3.59 

4.18 

df 

1 

313 

316 

MS 

14.08 

3.93 

1.38 

1.09 

Specific 

3.91 

4.22 

F 

12.96* 

3.62 

1.27 
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Table 3 

Evaluations of Target Attractiveness 

Table of Means 

Level of Ambiguity 

Message Strategy Ambiguous 

Image Attack 

Issue Attack 

Analysis of Variance 

Source 

Message 

Ambiguity 

SS 

1.76 

0.98 

Message x Ambiguity 5.19 

Within 433.64 

Total 441.57 

3.72 

4.15 

df 

1 

313 

316 

MS 

1.76 

0.98 

5.19 

1.39 

Specific 

3.81 

4.34 

F 

1.27 

0.70 

3.74 
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Table 4 

Evaluations of Likelihood of Voting for Target 

Table of Means 

Level of Ambiguity 

Message Strategy 

Image Attack 

Issue Attack 

Analysis of Variance 

Source 

Message 

Ambiguity 

SS 

18824.16 

59.16 

Message x Ambiguity 742.74 

Ambiguous 

30.47 

50.38 

df 

Within 247585.7 302 

Total 267211. 7 305 

*(critical E = 3.84; 12 = .05) 

MS 

18824.16 

59.16 

742.74 

819.82 

Specific 

33.73 

47.17 

F 

22.96* 

0.07 

0.91 
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Table 5 

Effects of Message Strategy on Voting Outcome 

Message strategy 

Image attacks 

Issue attacks 

Voting outcome (percentage) 

Target 

20.4 

51 

Attacker 

62.9 

45.9 

(chi square = 15.19, df = 1, 12 < .001) 

Likelihood of Voting for Each Candidate by Message Strategy 

Message strategy 

Image attacks 

Issue attacks 

Likelihood of vote (l-to-100 scale) 

Target 

32.07 

48.87 

Attacker 

43.08 

45.20 

Neither 

16.7 

3.1 
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Table 6 

Evaluations of Attacker Competence 

Table of Means 

Level of Ambiguity 

Message Strategy Ambiguous 

Image Attack 

Issue Attack 

Analysis of Variance 

Source 

Message 

Ambiguity 

SS 

1.76 

0.48 

Message x Ambiguity 2.01 

Within 323.82 

Total 328.07 

4.09 

4.09 

df 

314 

317 

MS 

1.76 

0.48 

2.01 

1.03 

Specific 

3.91 

4.25 

F 

1.70 

0.47 

1.95 
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Table 7 

Evaluations of Attacker Attractiveness 

Table of Means 

Level of Ambiguity 

Message Strategy Ambiguous Specific 

Image Attack 

Issue Attack 

Analysis of variance 

Source 

Message 

Ambiguity 

SS 

0.18 

0.09 

Message x Ambiguity 9.29 

. Within 394.13 

Total 403.69 

*(critical E = 3.84; 12 = .05) 

3.91 

3.61 

df 

314 

317 

MS 

0.18 

0.09 

9.29 

1.25 

3.71 

4.15 

F 

0.15 

0.07 

7.39* 
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Table 8 

Evaluations of Likelihood of voting for Attacker 

Table of Means 

Level of Ambiguity 

Message Strategy 

Image Attack 

Issue Attack 

Analysis of Variance 

Source 

Message 

Ambiguity 

SS 

301.42 

7.41 

Message x Ambiguity 31.27 

Within 231638.0 

Total 231978.1 

Ambiguous 

43.1 

44.6 

df 

1 

1 

1 

302 

305 

MS 

301.42 

7.41 

31.27 

767.01 

Specific 

43.0 

45.9 

F 

0.39 

0.01 

0.04 
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Table 9 

Voter Placement of Candidate Issue Positions 

Target placement (variance) Attacker placement 

Ambiguous Specific Ambiguous Specific 

Wants government spending 
for education increased/ 
decreased 2.986 2.704 2.304 2.812 

Wants government spending 
for the environment 
increased/decreased 2.214 2.342 2.456 2.692 

Wants government spending 
for welfare increased/ 
decreased 2.278 2.225 2.784 3.274 

Is liberal/conservative 1.927 2.091 2.686 2.288 

Thinks government should 
provide more/fewer 
services 1.901 1.749 2.265 2.783 

Thinks government should 
helplIet people get ahead 
on their own 2.283 2.361 2.463 2.963 



Table 10 

Effects of Ambiguity on Voting Outcome 

Level of ambiguity Voting outcome (percentage) 

Target 

Ambiguous attacks 29.3 

Specific attacks 31 

(chi square = 0.45, df = 1, 12 > .05) 

Attacker 

56.1 

59.3 

Likelihood of Voting for Each Candidate by Level of Ambiguity 

Level of ambiguity Likelihood of vote (l-to-IOO scale) 

Target 

Ambiguous attacks 37.03 

Specific attacks 37.91 

Attacker 

43.61 

43.92 

Neither 

14.6 

9.7 
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Table 11 

Factors Influencing Voting Decision by Voting Outcome 

Factors (percentage citing factor) Voting Outcome (percentage) 

Target Attacker Neither 

Candidage image (22.9) 6.2 84.4 9.4 

Campaign issues (37.9) 28.3 70.8 0.9 

Lack of information (14.3) 52.5 10 37.5 

Negative campaign tactics (16.4) 65.2 19.5 15.3 

Other (8.5) 16.7 70.8 12.5 

Total (100) 32 57 11 

Factors Influencing Voting Decision by Likelihood of Voting for Each Candidate 

Target Attacker (1-to-100 scale) 

Candidate image 21.25 51.56 

Campaign issues 36.98 49.43 

Lack of information 44.75 28 

Negative campaign tactics 52.6 24.13 

Other 30.41 45.42 
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Table 12 

Factors Influencing Voting Decision by Age 

Factor Influence in voting decision (percentage) 

18-35 36-55 56+ 

Candidate image 29 19 23 

Campaign issues 33 40 38 

Lack of information 17 14 12 

Negative campaign tactics 14 20 12 

Other 7 7 15 



Table 13 

Voting Outcome by Age 

Age 

18-35 

36-55 

56+ 

Voting Outcome (percentage) 

Target 

31.3 

29.6 

29 

Attacker 

58.3 

55.9 

59.7 

Neither 

10.4 

14.5 

11.3 

Likelihood of Voting for Each Candidate by Age 

Age 

18-35 

36-55 

56+ 

Voting Likelihood (I-to-lOO scale) 

Target 

40.3 

38.2 

31.5 

Attacker 

44.5 

40.6 

50.1 
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Table 14 

Factors Influencing Voting Decision and Voter Education Level 

Factors Influence in Voting Decision (percentage) 

GS HS COL TEC GRAD 

Candidate image 40 29 24 25 13 

Campaign issues 40 48 36 28 45 

Lack of information 20 7 14 22 13 

Negative campaign 
tactics 0 7 17 18 23 

Other 0 9 9 7 6 

Note. GS = Grade School; HS = High School; COL = some college; TEC = 
technical training; GRAD = college graduate. 
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Table 15 

Voting Outcome by Education Level 

Education level Voting outcome (percentage) 

Target Attacker Neither 

Grade school 33 67 0 

High school 23.6 65.5 10.9 

Some college 22.1 64.1 13.8 

Technical training 36.1 47.5 16.4 

College graduate 49 43.4 7.6 

Likelihood of Voting for Each Candidate by Education Level 

Education level Likelihood of Vote (l-to-100 scale) 

Target Attacker 

Grade school 35.33 59.67 

High school 34.19 49.88 

Some college 32.77 44.89 

Technical training 39.54 40.12 

College graduate 49.39 36.92 



Table 16 

Voting Outcome by Gender 

Gender Voting Outcome (percentage) 

Target of specific attack Attacker using specific attack 

Female Voters 

Male Voters 

37.1 

25.3 

Target of any attack 

Female Voters 

Male Voters 

34.6 

26.5 

50 

68 

Attacker using any attack 

53.2 

61.3 

Likelihood of Voting for Each Candidate by Gender 

Gender 

Female Voters 

Male Voters 

Likelihood of Vote (1-to-100 scale) 

Target 

38.46 

36.42 

Attacker 

40.42 

47.04 

Neither 

Neither 
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12.9 

6.7 

12.2 

12.2 
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Table 17 

Voting Outcome by Level of Political Activity 

Level of activity Voting outcome (percentage) 

Target Attacker Neither 

Very involved 50 50 0 

Moderately involved 33 53 14 

Slightly involved 33 59 8 

Not involved 28 58 14 

Likelihood of Voting for Each Candidate by Level of Political Activity 

Level of activity Likelihood of voting (I-to-lOO scale) 

Target Attacker 

Very involved 60 50 

Moderately involved 38.33 35.83 

Slightly involved 42.31 44.33 

Not involved 33.28 44.25 
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Appendix A 

Political Study 

Thank you for your participation in this study of political messages. The study is part of a research 
project at the University of Arizona and is not funded by any political candidate or party. The survey 
form takes about 15 minutes to complete. Your answers are allonymous, and your respollses will be 
added to hundreds of others to give a clearer understanding of voter response to political messages. 

Your participatioll in this project is voluntary. You are free to discontillue the survey at any time. By 
completing and returning the survey, you are giving your cOllsent to use your responses ill the study. 

Please allswer each questioll completely. Thallk you agaillfor your assistallce. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Do you consider yourself 
a Democrat, leaning 
toward Democrat, a 
Republican, leaning 
toward Republican, or 
Independent? (check one) 

In the past two years, 
have you been involved 
in any of these campaign 
activities? (check all 
spaces that apply) 

How involved are you in 
political activities in 
general? (check one) 

Go 011 to the lIext page. 

_(1) Republican 
_(2) Leaning towurd Republican 
_(3) Independent 
_(4) Leaning toward Democrat 
_(5) Democrat 

_(1) 
_(2) 
_(3) 

_(4) 
_(5) 

Attended a precinct caucus meeting 
Voted in an election 
Volunteered time to campaign for a candidate for 
locul, stllte, or nationlll office 
Attended II rally for II cllndidate or a political cause 
Contributed finllncially to lilly political candidate or 
political action committee 

_(1) Very involved 
_(2) Moderately involved 
_(3) Slightly involved 
_(4) Not involved 
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III the boxes below are the scripts for two campaign spot advertisements. Read the messages as if you 
were seeing them on television or listening to them on the radio as part of a campaign for state 
senate. After you've read both spots, turn to the next page. 

[Ambiguous Competence Attack] 

SPOTl 

Jim Thomas says he wants to be your next State Senator. 
But what do we really know about Thomas? 
He says he is "for the people" 
--but he keeps voting against programs to help families. 
He says he works hard for small business, 
--but he keeps voting against businesses. 
The way Jim Thomas votes, you have to wonder if he really understands 
the value of a dollar to small businesses or poor families. 

Can we afford to leave our state in the hands of Jim Thomas? 
Vote for competent leadership for Arizona. 
Vote for John Archer 

SPOT 2 

Jim Thomas says he wants to be your next State Senator. 
But what do we really know about Thomas? 
During his four years as a city councilman, 
--he watched as programs for families were cut, 
--he watched as taxes went up, 
--he watched as city credit dropped through the floor. 
Now he says he wants to be your next state senator. 
Can we afford to leave our state in the hands of a watcher like Jim Thomas? 
Vote for competent leadership for Arizona. 
Vote for John Archer. 



[Ambiguous Integrity Attacks] 

SPOT 1 

Trust--it's something you earn. 
Jim Thomas says he wants to be our next state senator. 
But can we really trust him? 
For the last four years, he's been dancing around the truth, 
saying one thing, and then doing another, 
claiming things are one way, and then changing his story. 

So, what's your story today, Jim? 
In Arizona, a man's word is his honor. 
Vote for honest leadership for Arizona's future. 
Vote for John Archer. 

SPOT 2 

Trust--it's something you earn. 
Jim Thomas says he wants to be our next state senator. 
But can we really trust him? 
Pinning Jim Thomas to an issue is like pinning jello to the wall. 
And the harder you try, the more elusive he gets. 
Maybe there's a reason that when it comes to issues, 
Jim Thomas isn't talldng. 

Arizona deserves a leader who can look you in the eye, 
and tell you where he stands. 

So far, Jim Thomas has avoided taking a stand on every issue 
of concern to Arizona voters. 

Vote for honest leadership for Arizona's future. 
Vote for John Archer. 
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[Ambiguous Issue Attacks] 

SPOT 1 

Improving the quality of our public schools 
is the most important challenge facing Arizona. 

Jim Thomas says his education plan will help Arizona schools. 
But let's take a closer look. 
Thomas's plan promises to provide more money for schools, 
but the state would have to tax Arizona families to pay for it. 

Here we go again--another politician who thinks the only solution to problems 
is to raise taxes and throw money at them. 

Simply heaping more money on the existing public school system 
won't produce the results we need. 

Our children are our most important long-term investment. 
Arizona needs a senator who works effectively for students and teachers. 
Arizona needs John Archer for State Senate. 

SPOT 2 

Arizonans are used to facing challenges. 
But the challenges of today's economy are making it hard 
for many Arizona families to keep up. 

Jim Thomas says his free-trade plan 
between the U.S. and Mexico would help. 

But let's take a closer look. 
Thomas says free trade would bring economic growth and prosperity. 
That may be true, but not for Southern Arizona. 
When you get past all the promises, free-trade would mean 
nothing but more hard times for Southern Arizona workers. 

There's no doubt that Arizona's economy needs a boost. 
But Arizona needs a senator who works effectively 
to bring jobs and prosperity. 

Arizona needs John Archer for State Senate. 
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[Specific Competence Attacks] 

SPOT 1 

Jim Thomas says he wants to be your next State Senator. 
But what do we really know about Thomas? 
During his four years as a city councilman, 
--funding of health care services for the poor was cut in half, 
--business taxes went up by 11 percent, 
--and the city's bond rating dropped two full percentage points. 
Now he says he wants to be your next state senator. 
Can we afford to leave our state in the hands of Jim Thomas? 
Vote for competent leadership for Arizona. 
Vote for John Archer. 

SPOT 2 

Jim Thomas says he wants to be your next State Senator. 
But what do we really know about Thomas? 
He says he is "for the people" 
--but two years ago, he voted to cut health care funds for poor families 
by more than 50 percent. 

He says he works hard for small business, 
--but in 1988 and again in 1990 Thomas is on record as voting to raise 
municipal business taxes by a combined 18 percent. 

The way Jim Thomas votes, you have to wonder if he really understands 
the value of a dollar to small businesses or poor families. 

Can we afford to leave our state in the hands of Jim Thomas? 
Vote for competent leadership for Arizona. 
Vote for John Archer. 
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[Specific Integrity Attacks] 

SPOT 1 

Trust--it's something you earn. 
Jim Thomas says he wants to be our next state senator. 
But can we really trust him? 
Four years ago he told voters he would lower municipal taxes for businesses. 
A year later taxes went up nearly 8 percentl 
When businesses complained, Thomas again promised 
that he would work to lower taxes. 

But just six months later, they went up another 10 percentl 
In Arizona, a man's word is his honor. 
When it comes to taxes, Jim Thomas hasn't kept his promises. 
Vote for honest leadership for Arizona's future. 
Vote for John Archer. 

SPOT 2 

Trust--it's something you earn. 
Jim Thomas says he wants to be our next state senator. 
But can we really trust him? 
On June 26, Thomas told the Arizona Republic: 
"My education plan will not cost taxpayers a dime." 

But economists at the University of Arizona predict that Thomas's plan 
would drain at least 265-million dollars 
from an already overburdened state budget in its first year. 

By the tenth year, Thomas's proposal would cost Arizonans 
almost 6-billion dollars. 

Does Thomas really believe he can spend 6-billion dollars 
without costing taxpayers a dime? 

In Arizona, a man's word is his honor. 
We haven't been getting the straight truth from Jim Thomas. 
Vote for honest leadership for Arizona's future. 
Vote for John Archer. 
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[Specific Issue Attacks] 

SPOT 1 

Improving our public schools is our most important challenge. 
Jim Thomas says his education plan will help Arizona schools. 
But let's take a closer look. 
Thomas's plan would require the legislature to spend an extra 
$100 per student each year for 10 years. 

The total bill for Arizona taxpayers--6-billion dollars. 
Thomas says his plan would advance basic skills in math, reading, 
and writing. 

But it doesn't specify how money should be spent, 
or require schools to report results. 

Even if schools fail miserably, Thomas's plan keeps giving them more money, 
year after year. 

Our children are our most important long-term investment. 
Arizona needs a senator who works effectively for students and teachers. 
Arizona needs John Archer for State Senate. 

SPOT 2 

Arizonans are used to facing challenges. 
But the challenges of today's economy are making it hard 
for many Arizona families to keep up. 

Jim Thomas says his free-trade plan between the U.S. and Mexico 
would help. 

But let's take a closer look. 
Thomas claims free trade will bring economic growth and prosperity, 
but with Mexican wages averaging a dollar an hour lower than the U.S., 
those jobs won't be in Southern Arizona. 

In fact, a recent study estimated Southern Arizona would lose 
nearly 5,000 jobs if a free-trade agreement were enacted. 

There's no doubt that Arizona's economy needs a boost. 
But Arizona needs a senator who works effectively 
to bring jobs and prosperity. 

Arizona needs John Archer for State Senate. 
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[Positive Image Messages] 

SPOTl 

When it comes to Arizona's future, Jim Thomas has the edge. 
Jim Thomas has the experience, 
--four years experience as a city councilman 
--eight years running a successful small business 

Jim Thomas has the vision, 
--positive plans to create jobs and economic growth for Southern Arizona 
--ideas for revitalizing Arizona public schools 

When it comes to Arizona's future, Jim Thomas has the edge. 
Vote for competent leadership. 
Vote for Jim Thomas. 

SPOT 2 

Trust--it's something you earn. 
When it comes to Arizona's future, 
Jim Thomas has earned your trust. 
He's served as a city councilman 
--facing tough issues head-on 
--solving problems for citizens 

He's told you his plans for growth in Arizona 
--for creating new jobs and economic growth 
--for revitalizing Arizona public schools 

Arizona needs a leader who can look you in the eye, 
and tell you where he stands. 

Jim Thomas is that leader. 
Vote for honest leadership for Arizona's future. 
Vote for Jim Thomas. 
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[Positive Issue Messages] 

SPOT 1 

Improving the quality of our public schools is the most important challenge 
facing Arizona. 
Jim Thomas has a plan. 
He wants to revitalize our public schools 
--by redirecting state funds toward education 
--by increasing state funding each year for the next decade 
--by allowing local school boards to decide how to best spend those funds 

for: 
-increasing teacher salaries 
-hiring more teachers and reducing class sizes 
-buying more computers for classrooms, or 
-any other project that will enhance student achievement. 

Our children are our most important long-term investment. 
Jim Thomas knows that, and he plans to work hard 
for Arizona students and teachers. 

Arizona needs Jim Thomas for State Senate. 

SPOT 2 

Arizonans are used to facing challenges. 
But the challenges of today's economy are making it hard for many Arizona 
families to keep up. 
Jim Thomas has a plan. 
He wants to revitalize Southern Arizona's economy 
by reducing trade restrictions between Arizona and Mexico. 
His free-trade plan will create as many as 5,000 new jobs, 
giving Southern Arizona the economic boost we've been waiting for, 
giving us a chance to prove we're up to the challenge. 
There's no doubt Arizona's economy needs a boost. 
Arizona needs a state senator who can work effectively to bring economic 
growth and prosperity. 
Arizona needs Jim Thomas for State Senate. 
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Complete the following questions based on your impressions of the advertisements you just 
read. 

1. Based on the campaign advertisements you just read, which candidate would you be more 
likely to vote for? Jim Thomas or John Archer? 

Jim Thomas 

John Archer 

2. What aspect(s) of the messages you read helped you make that decision? 

3. What aspect(s) of the message you read (if any) made you feel uncomfortable or unsure of 
your voting decision? 
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We k/loW that you don't have much information about Jim Thomas and John Archer. But the two 
commercial messages you read did try to tell you something about the two candidates. Based on what 
you read, please complete the following questions by placing a circle around the number that best 
describes your impression of Jim Thomas and John Archer. 

Example: 

Graceful 2 3 4 5 6 7 Awkward 

For example, if you felt the candidate was extremely graceful, mark a 1; if you felt he was 
extremely awkward, mark a 7; if you thought he was about in the middle, between graceful 
and awkward, mark a 3,4, or 5. 

Now rate your impressions of Jim Thomas according to the following terms: 

(7) Competent 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Incompetent 
(12) Friendly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Unfriendly 
(6) Unqualified 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Qualified 

(10) Dishonest 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Honest 
(8) Believable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Not believable 
(5) Experienced 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Inexperienced 

(13) Good-natured 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Irritable 
(11) Unpleasant 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Pleasant 
(14) Unconfident 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Confident 
(9) Irresponsible 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Responsible 
=========================================== 

Now rate your impressions of John Archer according to the following terms: 

(17) Competent 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Incompetent 
(22) Friendly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Unfriendly 
(16) Unqualified 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Qualified 
(20) Dishonest 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Honest 
(18) Believable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Not believable 
(15) Experienced 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Inexperienced 
(23) Good-natured 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Irritable 
(21) Unpleasant 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Pleasant 
(24) Unconfident 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Confident 
(19) Irresponsible 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Responsible 
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We hear a lot of talk these days about liberals and conservatives. Here is a 7-point scale on 
which the political views that people might hold are arranged from extremely liberal to 
extremely conservative. 

Where would 
you place 
yourself and 
the two 
candidates on 
this scale? 
(25,26,27) 

SELF Extremely Libeml 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Extremely Conservative 

THOMAS Extremely Liberal 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Extremely Conservative 

ARCHER Extremely Liberal 2 3 4 5 6 7 Extremely Conservative 

Answer the following questions by placing yourself and where you think each candidate 
would stand on the following issues. These issues mayor may not have been discussed in 
the commercials you read. 

Some people think that government should provide fewer services, even in areas such as 
health and education in order to reduce spending. Suppose those people are at one end of the 
scale at point 1. Other people feel it is important for the government to provide many more 
services even if it means an increase in spending. Suppose these people are at the other end, 
at point 7. And of course, some people have opinions somewhere in between at points 2, 3, 
4, 5, or 6. 

Where would 
you place SELF Fewer Services 2 3 4 5 6 7 More Services 

yourself and 
THOMAS Fewer Services 2 3 4 5 6 7 More Services the two 

candidates on ARCHER Fewer Services 2 3 4 5 6 7 More Services 
this scale? 
(28, 29, 30) 

Some people believe that state government should see to it that every person has a job and a 
good standard of living. Others think the government should just let each person get ahead on 
their own. 

Where would 
you place SELF Government Help 2 3 4 5 6 7 Get Ahead on Own 

yourself and 
THOMAS Government Help 2 3 4 5 6 7 Get Ahend on Own the two 

candidates on ARCHER Government Help 2 3 4 5 6 7 Get Ahead on Own 
this scale? 
(31, 32, 33) 



If you had a say in making up the state's budget this year, for which of the following 
programs would you like to see spending increased and for which would you like to see 
spending decreased? 

Where would you 
place yourself and 
the two candidates 
regarding spending 
for public 
education? 
(34, 35, 36) 

Where would you 
place yourself and 
the two candidates 
regarding spending 
for welfare and 
social programs? 
(37, 38, 39) 

Where would you 
place yourself and 
the two candidates 
regarding spending 
for the 
environment? 
(40,41, 42) 

SELF 

THOMAS 

ARCHER 

SELF 

THOMAS 

ARCHER 

SELF 

THOMAS 

ARCHER 

Increased spending 2 3 4 5 6 7 Decreased spending 

Increased spending I 2 3 4 5 6 7 Decreased spending 

Increased spending 2 3 4 5 6 7 Decreased spending 

Increased spending 2 3 4 5 6 7 Decreased spending 

Increased spending 2 3 4 5 6 7 Decreased spending 

Increased spending 2 3 4 5 6 7 Decreased spending 

Increased spending 2 3 4 5 6 7 Decreased spending 

Increased spending 2 3 4 5 6 7 Decreased spending 

Incrensed spending 2 3 4 5 6 7 Decreased spending 
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On the following line, circle the number that comes closest to your likelihood of voting for 
each candidate. A zero would indicate that you would be extremely unlikely to vote for that 
candidate. A 100 would indicate that you would be extremely like to vote for that candidate. 

(43) LIKELIHOOD OF VOTING FOR THOMAS 

Extremely Unlikely Extremely Likely 
0----10----20----30----40----50----60----70----80----90----100 

(44) LIKELIHOOD OF VOTING FOR ARCHER 

Extremely Unlikely Extremely Likely 
0----10----20----30----40----50----60----70----80----90----100 



These last questions are to divide responses into groups. All the information is completely 
anonymous. Thank you for completing all questlolls. 

45. Sex 

46. Age Category 

47. Which category represents 
the last grade of school you 
completed? 

48. Which category represents 
your racial or ethnic 
heritage? 

_(1) Female 
_(2) Male 

_(1) 18 to 35 years of age 
_(2) 35 to 55 years of age 
_(3) 55 + years of age 

_(1) eighth grade or less 
_(2) high school graduate 
_(3) some college, 2-year degree, vocational/technical 
_(4) four-year college degree 
_(5) postgraduate degree 

_( 1) African-American/Black 
_(2) Native American 
_(3) Asian 
_(4) Caucasian/White 
_(5) Mexican-American/Hispanic 
_(6) Other 

Thank you again for your assistallce in completing these questiolls! 

David Bullock 
University of Arizona 
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Appendix B 

Coding Content Categories for Open-ended Responses 

1. Candidate image--statements about the competence, character, or integrity of either 

candidate. 

Example: He didn't seem honest. He didn't have enough experience. I don't trust 

a candidate . . . 

2. Issue positions--statements relating to specific issues of the campaign. 

Example: I'm against higher spending for schools. Thomas raised taxes. 

3. Lack of information--not enough information about the candidates to decide. 

Example~ I don't know enough about these candidates to make a decision. 

4. Negative campaign tactics--statements relating to campaign styles of candidates. 

Example: I don't like negative advertisements. Archer only said bad things about 

Thomas. 

5. Other--doesn't fit any category above. 
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